## UAF Administration, Faculty and Emeriti

### UA Board of Regents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dale Anderson</td>
<td>2012-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deena M. Bishop, Treasurer</td>
<td>2015-2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheri Buretta</td>
<td>2015-2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Davies, Vice Chair</td>
<td>2015-2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jyotsna Heckman</td>
<td>2011-2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary K. Hughes</td>
<td>2002-2025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria O’Neill, Chair</td>
<td>2013-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Parker, Secretary</td>
<td>2015-2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Purdue</td>
<td>2017-2025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joey Sweet</td>
<td>2017-2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy Teuber</td>
<td>2015-2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA BOR on the web</td>
<td><a href="http://www.alaska.edu/bor/">http://www.alaska.edu/bor/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### UAF Administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Director/Dean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chancellor</td>
<td>Daniel M. White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provost</td>
<td>Anupma Prakash, Executive Vice Chancellor, Academic Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Services</td>
<td>Kari Burrell, Vice Chancellor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctic Biology, Institute of</td>
<td>Brian Barnes, Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community and Technical College</td>
<td>Michele Stalder, Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative Extension Service</td>
<td>Fred Schlutt, Vice Provost for Extension and Outreach, Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, School of</td>
<td>Amy Vinlove, Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eLearning &amp; Distance Education</td>
<td>Carol Gering, Executive Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering and Mines, College of</td>
<td>Doug Goering, Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity and Compliance</td>
<td>Margo Griffith, Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilities Services</td>
<td>Scott Bell, Associate Vice Chancellor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, School of</td>
<td>S. Bradley Moran, Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geophysical Institute</td>
<td>Robert McCoy, Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate School</td>
<td>Michael Castellini, Interim Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Technology</td>
<td>Martha Mason, Chief Information Technology Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Arctic Research Center</td>
<td>Hajo Eicken, Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Arts, College of</td>
<td>Todd Sherman, Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libraries</td>
<td>Todd Sherman, Interim Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management, School of</td>
<td>Mark Herrmann, Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Science, Institute of</td>
<td>Jennifer Reynolds, Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museum of the North, University of Alaska</td>
<td>Patrick Druckenmiller, Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Resources and Extension, School of</td>
<td>David Valentine, Director of Academic Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Science and Mathematics, College of</td>
<td>Leah Berman, Interim Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Engineering, Institute of</td>
<td>William Schnabel, Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Larry Hinzman, Vice Chancellor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural and Community Development, College of</td>
<td>Evon Peter, Vice Chancellor for Rural, Community and Native Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--Bristol Bay Campus</td>
<td>Sarah Andrew, Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--Chukchi Campus</td>
<td>Peter Pinney, Acting Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--Interior Alaska Campus</td>
<td>Bryan Uher, Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--Kuskokwim Campus</td>
<td>Mary Ciuniq Pete, Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--Northwest Campus</td>
<td>Bob Metcalf, Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Affairs</td>
<td>Keith Champagne, Vice Chancellor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Governance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governance</th>
<th>Governance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASUAF</td>
<td>Dawson Mann, President (2018-2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty Senate</td>
<td>Donie Bret-Harte, President (2018-2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Council</td>
<td>Kara Axx, President (2018-2019)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Faculty

The abbreviation that follows the person’s title indicates the University of Alaska Fairbanks unit in which the employee works.

The abbreviations are:

- AFES Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station
- AKCFW RU Alaska Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit
- ANLC Alaska Native Language Center
- BBC Bristol Bay Campus
- CANHR Center for Alaska Native Health Research
- CC Chukchi Campus
- CEM College of Engineering and Mines
- CES Cooperative Extension Service
- CFOS College of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences
- CHANC Chancellor’s Office
- CLA College of Liberal Arts
- CNSM College of Natural Science and Mathematics
- CTC Community and Technical College
- CRCD College of Rural and Community Development
- CRS Center for Research Services
- DANSRD Department of Alaska Native Studies and Rural Development
- EDE eLearning and Distance Education
- GI Geophysical Institute
- GRAD Graduate School
- IAB Institute of Arctic Biology
- IAC Interior Alaska Campus
- IARC International Arctic Research Center
- INE Institute of Northern Engineering
- KUC Kuskokwim Campus
- LIB Elmer E. Rasmuson Library
- MUSEUM University of Alaska Museum of the North

A

Abramowicz, Kenneth F. Associate Professor of Accounting, SOM. University of Tulsa ’82 BA; ’83 MS; University of Missouri–Columbia ’91 PhD.

Adams, Barbara L. Term Assistant Professor, SOE. Messiah College ’91 BA; Northern Arizona University ’93 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’02 PhD.

Adkison, Milo D. Professor of Fisheries, CFOS. University of California, Davis ’84 BS; Montana State University, Bozeman ’89 MS; Montana State University ’90 MS; University of Washington ’94 PhD.

Aggarwal, Srijan Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering, CEM. Indian Institute of Technology Delhi ’07 BS; University of Minnesota - Twin Cities ’09 MS; ’11 PhD.

Aguilar–Islas, Ana Maria Associate Professor of Oceanography, CFOS. University of California, Santa Cruz ’07 PhD.

Ahmadi, Mohabbat Associate Professor of Petroleum Engineering, CEM. Petroleum University of Technology, Ahwaz, Iran ’00 BS; ’03 MS; University of Texas at Austin ’10 PhD.

Ahn, Il Sang Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering, CEM. Seoul National University ’91 BS; ’93 MS; State University of New York at Buffalo ’05 PhD.

Akdogan, Guven Associate Professor of Mineral Processing, CEM. Middle East Technical University (Turkey) ’85 BS; ’87 MS.

Al-Badri, Maher Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, CEM. University of Baghdad ’84 BS; University of Malaya ’09 MEng; Concordia University ’15 PhD.
Albertson, Leif E. Associate Professor of Extension, SNRE. Youth, Family and Community Development Agent, Yukon–Kuskokwim District, CES. University of California, Berkeley ’01 BA; Harvard University ’06 MS.

Alexander, Kevin Wayne Associate Professor of Airframe and Power Plant Maintenance, CTC. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’96 Certificate; ’05 AAS.

Alexander, Samuel Instructor of Homeland Security and Emergency Management, SOM. United States Military Academy ’02 BS; Dartmouth College ’14 MBA.

Alexeev, Vladimir Research Professor, IARC. Moscow Institute for Physics and Technology ’84 MS; ’88 PhD.

Alexie, Oscar F. Assistant Professor, KUC/CRCD. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’04 BA.

Alexie, Sophie Ann Instructor of Yup’ik Eskimo, KUC/CRCD. Kuskokwim Community College AA; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’78 AA; ’83 BEd.

Allman, Elizabeth S. Professor of Mathematics, CNSM. Yale University ’87 BS; University of California, Los Angeles ’92 MA; ’95 PhD.

Anahita, Jensine Martha Associate Professor of Sociology, CLA. Iowa State University ’97 BS; ’00 MS; ’03 PhD.

Andrecheck, Cynthia R. Instructor, KUC/CRCD...

Anger, Andreas Paul Wilhelm Professor, CTC. University of Nebraska ’90 MBA; University of Bayreuth, Germany ’91 Diplom–Kaufmann.

Aoki, Miho Associate Professor of Art, CLA. Aichi University, Japan ’91 Bed; Ohio State University ’98 MFA.

Arkel, Jim Assistant Professor of Business Administration, SOM. Texas Tech University ’86 BA; ’89 JD.

Arndt, Katherine Louise Associate Professor of Library Science, LIB. University of Wisconsin–Madison ’74 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’77 MA; ’96 PhD.

Arp, Christopher Douglas Research Associate Professor, WERC/INE. Utah State University ’06 PhD.

Arthur, Melanie Marie Associate Professor of Sociology, CLA. Rice University ’92 BA; Johns Hopkins University ’01 PhD.

Aschwanden, Andreas Research Associate Professor, GI. ETH Zurich ’04 MSc; ’08 PhD.

Atashbari, Vahid Visiting Assistant Professor of Petroleum Engineering, CEM. Petroleum University of Technology, Iran ’04 BS; Azad University, Iran ’07 MS; University of Adelaide, Australia ’16 PhD.

Atkinson, Judith Ann Professor of Developmental Mathematics, CRCD. Eastern Kentucky University ’88 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’93 MS; ’02 PhD.

Atkinson, Shannon Professor of Fisheries, CFOS. University of Hawaii ’78 BS; University of Hawaii at Manoa ’81 MS; Murdoch University ’85 PhD.

Avdonin, Sergei Anatolievich Professor of Mathematics, CNSM. St. Petersburg State University ’72 BS; ’77 PhD.

Awodele, Obadare Assistant Professor of Petroleum Engineering, CEM. University of Ibadan, Nigeria ’01 BS; Texas AM University ’09 MS; ’13 PhD.
Billings, Frederick James Assistant Professor of Psychology, CLA. Lehigh University BS; Western Washington University MS; University of Texas PhD.

Blake, John E. Associate Vice Chancellor for Research, CRS. Director of Research Integrity, CRS. University of Saskatchewan ’80 DVM; ’87 MVetSc.

Blanchard, Amy L. Professor, CFOS. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’89 BS; ’99 MS; ’06 PhD.

Bolt, Frank Assistant Professor, CLA. University of Colorado ’14 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’16 MA.

Bolton, William R. Research Assistant Professor, IARC. California Lutheran University ’91 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’96 MS; ’06 PhD.

Bossert, Katrina E. Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, CEM and GI. University of Colorado, Boulder ’10 BS; ’10 MS; ’15 PhD.

Bouffard, Troy Instructor of Homeland Security and Emergency Management, SOM. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’13 BA; ’16 MA.

Bowman, Latrice Nichelle Instructor of Mathematics, CNSM. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’99 AA; ’99 BS; ’02 MS.

Boyer, Bert B. Director, CANHR. Associate Director, IAB. Professor of Molecular Biology, IAB. Texas Tech University ’82 BA; Louisiana State University Medical Center ’88 PhD.

Boylan, Brandon M. Associate Professor, CLA. Mercyhurst College ’03 BA; University of Limerick ’04 MA; University of Pittsburgh ’13 PhD.

Brashear, James J. Professor of Art, CLA. Indiana University of Pennsylvania ’87 BFA; Louisiana State University ’90 MFA.

Breed, Greg A. Assistant Professor of Quantitative Ecology, CNSM/IAB. University of Minnesota ’98 BS; Texas AM University ’02 MS; Dalhousie University ’09 PhD.

Breen, Amy Lynn Assistant Research Professor, IARC. Adjunct Professor of Biology, SNRE. College of the Atlantic ’94 BA; University of Missouri–Columbia ’00 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’10 PhD.

Bret–Harte, Marion Syndonia Associate Professor of Plant Biology, CNSM/IAB. Reed College ’83 BA; Stanford University ’90 PhD.

Bridwell, Gara Deanne Assistant Professor, Early Childhood Programs, CRCD.

Bingham, Lawson W. Distinguished Professor of Geography and Arctic Policy, SNRE. U.S. Coast Guard Academy ’70 BS; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute ’79 MS; United States Naval War College ’82 Diploma; University of Cambridge ’96 MPhil; ’00 PhD.

Brightwell, Gara Deanne Professor of Creative Writing, CLA. Bristol Polytechnic ’87 BA; University of East Anglia ’89 MA; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’94 MFA; University of Minnesota ’04 PhD.

Brightwell, Geraldine Anne Professor of Creative Writing, CLA. Bristol Polytechnic ’87 BA; University of East Anglia ’89 MA; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’94 MFA; University of Minnesota ’04 PhD.

Brinkman, Todd Jared Assistant Professor, CNSM/IAB. Minnesota State University ’00 BS; South Dakota State University ’03 MSc; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’09 PhD.

Bristow, William A. Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, CEM and GI. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’88 BS; ’92 PhD.

Brocious, Heidi Lenore Clinical Professor, CLA. University of Alaska Southeast ’95 BEd; Walla Walla College ’99 MSW.

Brooks, Catherine Ann Assistant Professor, DANSRD/CRCD. Pennsylvania State University ’90 BS; ’92 MS.

Brover, Ronald Hopson Instructor of Inupiaq Eskimo, ANLC. Sorbonne University (France) ’76 AA; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’14 BA.

Brown, Stephen Castlebury Professor of Extension, SNRE. Agriculture and Horticulture Agent, Copper River/Matanuska–Susitna District, CES. Texas AM University ’87 BS; University of Texas at San Antonio ’92 MS; State University of New York at Syracuse ’99 PhD.

Bueller, Ed Professor of Mathematics (Applied), CNSM/GI. California State University, Chico ’91 BS; Cornell University ’94 MS; ’97 PhD.

Bult–Ito, Abel Professor of Biology, CNSM. University of Groningen ’85 BS; ’88 MS; Wesleyan University ’94 PhD.

Burmeister, Richard A. Term Assistant Professor, CRCD. Term Assistant Professor of Education, SOE. Texas Lutheran College ’68 BA; Old Lady of the Lake College ’70 Certificate; University of Alaska Southeast ’78 Certificate; East Texas State University ’78 MS; California Coast University ’87 Ed.D.

C

Cahill, Catherine Frances Associate Professor of Chemistry, CNSM. University of California, Davis ’90 BS; University of Washington ’94 MS; University of Nevada, Reno ’96 PhD.

Calhoun, Kendra Louise Term Instructor, SNRE. Youth, Family and Community Development Agent, CES. University of California, Santa Cruz ’95 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’10 MS.

Campbell, Kendra Assistant Professor, CLA. University of Southern California ’04 BA; Seattle Pacific University ’12 .

Carlson, Cameron D. Instructor of Homeland Security and Emergency Management, SOM. Monmouth University ’86 BS; Webster University ’95 MA; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’17 PhD.

Carothers, Courtney L. Associate Professor, CFOS. Cornell University ’00 BA; University of Washington ’04 MA; ’08 PhD.

Carr, Richard S. Professor of English, CLA. Director, Writing Center, CLA. University of Wisconsin ’72 BA; University of Iowa ’75 MA; University of Minnesota ’94 PhD.

Cascio, Julie Marie Professor of Extension, SNRE. Youth, Family and Community Development Agent, Copper River/Matanuska–Susitna District, CES. University of Wisconsin–Stout ’83 BS; Oregon State University ’94 MEd.

Castellini, Michael A. Interim Dean, GRAD. Vice President Academic, UA. University of California, San Diego ’75 BA; Scripps Institution of Oceanography ’81 PhD.

Castro, Milagros Assistant Professor of Allied Health, CTC. Keiser Junior College of Florida ’94 AMT, RMA; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’98 PBT I.
Celaire, Jaunelle Roberta Professor of Music Voice, CLA. Anderson Village School '88 BA; Bowling Green State University '00 MM; University of Michigan '03 DMA.

Chappell, Glenn Gilford Associate Professor of Computer Science, CEM. University of Kansas '88 BS; '90 MA; University of Illinois '96 PhD.

Charles, Stephen Walkie Associate Professor of Yup'ik Language, CLA. University of Alaska Fairbanks '88 BEd; University of Massachusetts, Amherst '94 MEd; University of Alaska Fairbanks '12 PhD.

Chen, Cheng-fu Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, CEM. National Taiwan University, Taipei '88 BS; '90 MS; University of Wisconsin—Madison '00 PhD.

Chen, Gang Professor of Mining Engineering, CEM. Shandong Mining Institute '77 BS; Colorado School of Mines '84 MS; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University '89 PhD.

Chen, Haiwei Associate Professor of Business Administration, SOM. Jilin University '88 BA; University of West Georgia '91 MBA; Emory University '98 PhD.

Chen, Jiguo Associate Professor of Virology, CNSM/IAB. Nanchang University '83 BS; Chinese Academy of Sciences '90 MS; Osaka University Medical School '00 PhD.

Cherry, Jessica E. Research Assistant Professor, IARC/INE. Columbia University '99 BS; '02 MA; '03 MS; '06 PhD.

Chowdhury, Ataur R. Associate Professor of Physics, CNSM. Dhaka University '77 BS; Clark University '85 PhD.

Clark, Jamie L. Associate Professor of Anthropology, CLA. Northwestern University '02 BA; University of Michigan '04 MA; '09 PhD.

Coakley, Bernard James Professor, CNSM. Department Chair, CNSM. University of Michigan '81 BS; Louisiana State University '88 MS; Columbia University '89 MPhil; '91 PhD.

Coffman, Christine Elisabeth Professor of British Literature, CLA. Cornell University '94 AB; University of Southern California '97 MA; '01 PhD.

Coker, Robert H. Associate Professor, CNSM/IAB. North Georgia College '86 BS; '89 MEd; University of Mississippi '95 PhD.

Collins, Richard L. Professor of Atmospheric Sciences, CNSM/GI. National University of Ireland '86 BE; Case Western Reserve University '88 MS; University of Illinois '94 PhD.

Collins, Roy Eric Assistant Professor of Marine Science, CFOS. Washington State University '02 BS; University of Washington '06 MS; '09 PhD.

Conde, Mark G. Professor of Physics, CNSM. University of Tasmania '82 BS; University of Adelaide '91 PhD.

Conell, Shawn Assistant Professor of Automotive Technology, CTC. Front Range Community College '91 Certificate.

Conner, Laura Diane Research Associate Professor, GI. University of Colorado at Boulder '95 BA; Montana State University '98 MS; University of Washington '01 MS; University of Arizona '07 PhD.

Cook, Christine Rojas Assistant Professor of Counseling, SOE. Whitman College '91 BA; Western Washington University '93 MS; Washington State University, Vancouver '99 MIT; University of Alaska Fairbanks '11 PhD; '12 GLI.

Cooper, Amy Blye Kellum Instructor of Accounting, SOM. Birmingham–Southern College '00 BS; University of Washington '01 MPAcc.

Cooper, Gordon Burns Professor of English, CLA. Department Chair, CLA. Yale University '83 BA; University of Texas '86 MA; '89 PhD.

Coyne, Kenneth Research Assistant Professor of Oceanography, CFOS. University of Washington '71 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '74 MS; '97 PhD.

Cridle, Keith Richard Ted Stevens Distinguished Professor of Marine Policy, CFOS. Professor of Fisheries, CFOS. California State University, Sacramento '82 BS; University of California, Davis '84 MS; '89 PhD.

Cronin, Matthew Anthony Research Professor of Animal Genetics, SNRE. State University of New York '76 BS; Montana State University '86 MS; Yale University '89 PhD.

Croskrey, Wendy E. Professor of Art, CLA. University of Minnesota '85 BFA; Ohio State University '90 MFA.

Cundiff, Nicole LeAnn Associate Professor of Business Administration, SOM. Southern Illinois University '02 BA; '05 MBA; '07 MA; '10 PhD.

Cunningham, Keith Wayne Research Associate Professor, IARC. .

Curda, Linda R. Associate Professor of Community Health, CRCD. University of Maryland '71 BS; Johns Hopkins University '77 MPH.

Cuzovic-Severn, Maria Assistant Professor, CLA. University of Belgrade, Serbia '07 BA; Michigan State University '10 MA; '14 PhD.

D

Daku, Michael J. Term Clinical Associate Professor, CLA. University of Alaska Fairbanks '81 BA; '84 MEd.

Dandekar, Abhijit Y. Professor of Petroleum Engineering, CEM. Nagpur University, India '87 Btech; Heriot–Watt University, UK '94 PhD.

Danielson, Seth Research Associate Professor of Physical Oceanography, CFOS. Lehigh University '90 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '96 MS; '12 PhD.

Darrow, Daniel J. Instructor of Spanish, CLA. California State University, Fresno '92 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '10 BA; '13 MA.

Darrow, Margaret M. Associate Professor of Geological Engineering, CEM. University of Washington '93 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '95 MS; '02 BS; '07 PhD.

de Wit, Cary William Associate Professor of Geography, CNSM. University of Kansas '84 BS; '92 MA; '97 PhD.

Deal, Clara Mary Research Associate Professor, CNSM. University of Alaska Fairbanks '81 BS; '85 BS; '86 MS; '98 PhD.

DeCaro, Peter Associate Professor, CLA. California State University, Hayward '92 BA; '93 MA; Florida State University '98 PhD.

Dehn, Jonathan Term Research Assoc Professor, GI. Arizona State University '87 BS; '87 MS; Universitat Zu Kiel '92 PhD.
Delamere, Peter A. Professor of Space Physics, CNSM/GI. Carleton College ’91 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’98 PhD.

DeMaster, Shannon Atkinson Professor of Marine Science, CFOS. University of Hawai‘i Manoa ’78 BS; ’81 MS; Murdoch University ’85 PhD.

Demientieff, LaVerne M. Clinical Associate Professor, CLA. Washington University On St. Louis MSW; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’98 Certificate; ’00 AAS; ’04 BA; Washington University in St. Louis ’05 MSW.

Denning, Melvin Assistant Professor of Computer and Information Technology Systems, CTC. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’12 AAS; ’16 BEM.

Dierenfield, Candi L. Term Associate Professor of Extension, SNRE. Youth, Family and Community Development Agent, Eielson Air Force Base and Fairbanks State Office, CES. Woodbury University ’97 BS; Montana State University ’99 MS; Northcentral University ’16 Ph.D.

Dillard, Kara Noelle Assistant Professor of Sociology, CLA. Southern Utah University ’02 BS; Kansas State University ’11 Ph.D.

DiStefano, Diana Lynn Associate Professor of History, CLA. Colorado College ’93 BA; University of Montana ’00 MA; University of Colorado ’07 PhD.

Doak, Patricia Associate Professor of Biology, CNSM/IAB. Dartmouth College ’86 BA; Cornell University ’97 Ph.D.

Dodge, Kathryn Eileen Assistant Professor of Extension, SNRE. Economic Development Specialist, CES. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’79 AAS; Alaska Pacific University ’96 ; Fielding Graduate University ’98 MA; ’01 MA; ’03 Ph.D.

Dong, Lily Associate Professor, SOM. Shanghai International Studies University ’86 BA; University of Tennessee at Chattanooga ’99 MBA; University of Kentucky ’05 Ph.D.

Douglas, Hector D. Assistant Professor of Biology, KUC/CRCD. Evergreen State College ’91 BA/BS; Wake Forest University ’96 MS; University of North Carolina at Greensboro ’99 MFA; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’06 PhD.

Drew, Kelly L. Professor of Chemistry and Biochemistry, CNSM/IAB. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’81 BS; Albany Medical College ’88 Ph.D.

Drew, Elaine Assistant Professor, CLA. Kent State University ’95 BA; University of Kansas ’98 MA; University of Kentucky ’04 Ph.D.

Drown, Devin M. Assistant Professor of Biology, CNSM/IAB. Grinnell College AB; Washington State University ’10 Ph.D.

Druckenmiller, Patrick S. Associate Professor of Geology, CNSM. Curator of Earth Sciences, MUSEUM. University of Wisconsin–Madison ’91 BA; Montana State University, Bozeman ’98 MS; University of Calgary, Canada ’06 Ph.D.

Duffy, Lawrence Kevin Professor of Chemistry and Biochemistry, CNSM/IAB. Fordham University ’69 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’72 MS; ’77 Ph.D.

Duffy, Annie Term Instructor of Art, CLA. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’96 BFA; Pratt Institute ’99 MFA.

Duke, Jon Robert Assistant Professor of Justice, CLA. Chapman University ’96 BA; University of California ’98 MA; University of Southern California ’03 Ph.D.

Dunham, Gabriel Christian Assistant Professor, CFOS. Universal Technical School ’02 AS; University of Alaska Anchorage ’10 BBA; University of Rhode Island ’12 MSc.

Dunlap, Kriya Lee Assistant Professor of Biochemistry, CNSM/IAB. Cornell University ’98 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’03 MS; ’07 Ph.D.

Eckert, Ginny L. Professor, CFOS. Dartmouth College ’90 BA; University of Florida, Gainesville ’94 MS; University of California, Santa Barbara ’99 Ph.D.

Eder, Lorna E. Instructor of Piano, CLA. Washington State University ’75 BM; California Institute of the Arts ’80 MFA; University of Southern California ’12 DMA.

Ehrlander, Mary Frank Professor of History, CLA. Director of Northern Studies, CLA. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’92 BA; ’93 MA; University of Virginia ’95 MA; ’99 Ph.D.

Eicken, Hajo Professor, IARC. Technische Universitat Clausthal, Germany ’88 Diploma; University at Bremen ’90 Ph.D.

Ellingston, Brian E. Associate Professor of Process Technology, CTC. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’14 AAS.

Engstrom, Siri Term Instructor of Spanish, CLA. University of Puget Sound ’97 BA; University of Illinois ’00 MA.

Euskirchen, Susanne Eugenie Research Assistant Professor, IAB. Marymont College ’94 BS; Johns Hopkins University ’97 MS; Michigan Tech University ’03 Ph.D.

Fabbri, Cindy E. Assistant Professor of Elementary Education, SOE. Miami University ’94 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’02 MEd; ’13 Ph.D.

Falke, Jeffrey Assistant Professor of Fisheries, CFOS. Assistant Leader, AKCFWRU. University of Missouri ’00 BS; Kansas State University ’04 MS; Colorado State University ’09 Ph.D.

Fallen, Christopher T. Research Associate Professor, Gl. Fort Lewis College ’00 BA; ’00 BS; University of Kansas ’04 MA; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’10 Ph.D.

Farmer, Daryl Lee Associate Professor of Creative Writing Non–Fiction, CLA. Adams State College ’89 BA; University of Nebraska–Lincoln ’02 MA; ’07 Ph.D.

Faudree, Jill Professor of Mathematics, CNSM. Tulane University ’91 BS; University of Memphis ’93 MS; Emory University ’98 Ph.D.

Filotei, Jennifer A. Assistant Professor of Dental Assisting, CTC. Edmonds Community College ’86 AAS.

Finstad, Gregory L. Term Associate Professor, SNRE. Program Manager, Reindeer Research Program, SNRE. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’81 BS; ’08 Ph.D.
Fitts, Alexandra F. Vice Provost and Dean of General Studies, PROV. Professor of Spanish, CLA. Furman University '84 BA; Bowling Green State University '87 MA; Duke University '95 PhD.

Fix, Peter J. Associate Professor of Outdoor Recreation, SNRE. Chair of Natural Resources Department, SNRE. University of Wisconsin—La Crosse '93 BS; Colorado State University '96 MS; '02 PhD.

Fochesatto, Gilberto Javier Associate Professor of Atmospheric Sciences, CNSM/ACAM. Universite Pierre Et Marie Curie '00 PhD.

Fok, Ching Ting Research Associate (Academic), CANHR/IB. Simon Fraser University '01 BA; McGill University '03 MA; '06 PhD.

Fong, Quentin Sai Wing Professor of Fisheries, CFOS. Florida Institute of Technology '81 BS; '89 MS; University of Rhode Island '99 PhD.

Fowell, Sarah J. Professor of Geology, CNSM. University of Wisconsin '87 BS; Columbia University '91 MPhil; '93 MS; '94 PhD.

Freitag, Gary R. Professor, CFOS. Philadelphia University BS; Old Dominion University MS.

Freymueller, Jeffrey Professor of Geophysics, CNSM. California Institute of Technology '85 BS; University of South Carolina '88 MS; '91 PhD.

Ganguli, Rajive Professor of Mining Engineering, CEM. Osmania University, India '91 BS; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University '95 MS; University of Kentucky '99 PhD.

Genetti, Jon Dudley Associate Professor of Computer Science, CEM. Computer Science Department Chair, CEM. Texas AM University '86 BS; '88 MSC; '93 PhD.

George, John K. Associate Professor of Fire Science, CTC. University of Alaska Fairbanks '95 AAS; '98 BEd.

George Bettisworth, Retchenda Bravante Clinical Associate Professor of Social Work, CLA. University of Alaska Fairbanks '00 BA; University of Michigan '07 MA.

Gering, Carol S. Executive Director, EDE. Southern Nazarene University '80 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '00 AAS; '08 MED.

Ghosh, Tathagata Assistant Professor of Mining Engineering, CEM. Bengal Engineering and Science University, India '04 BS; AGH University of Science and Technology, Poland '07 MS; University of Kentucky '13 PhD.

Gibson, Georgina Anne Research Assistant Professor, IARC. University of Wales Bangor, U.K. '98 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '04 PhD.

Gifford, Valerie Marie Assistant Professor of Counseling, SOE. University of Alaska Fairbanks '97 BSW; Yeshiva University '01 MSW; University of Alaska Anchorage '12 MA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '12 PhD.

Gimbel, John G. Professor of Mathematics, CNSM. Andrews University '77 BS; Western Michigan University '84 PhD.

Glowa, Josef Konrad Associate Professor of German, CLA. University of Paderborn '84; Brown University '97 PhD.

Goddard, Scott Assistant Professor of Statistics, CNSM. Brigham Young University-Idaho '06 BS; Texas AM University '12 MS; '15 PhD.

Good, Melissa Rose Research Assistant Professor, IAC/CRCD. Campus Coordinator, IAC/CRCD. Marine Advisory Program Agent, CFOS. University of Alaska Fairbanks '08 BS; '10 MS.

Goropashnaya, Anya Postdoctoral Fellow, IAB. Uppsala University (Sweden) '03 PhD.

Grabowska, Flora Bernice Research Associate Professor/Library, GI. University of Saint Andres '72 BS; University of Western Ontario '81 MS.

Graziano, Gino Anthony Term Instructor of Extension, SNRE. Natural Resources and Youth, Family and Community Development Agent, CES. University of Portland '01 BS; Alaska Pacific University '05 MS.

Greci, Dana Professor of Developmental Education, CRCD. Brown University '86 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '91 MA; '01 MFA.

Green, Carie J. Associate Professor of Education, SOE. Butler County Community College '97 AAS; Northern Arizona University '03 BS; University of Wyoming '08 MA; '11 PhD.

Green, Thomas Kent Professor of Chemistry, CNSM/IB. Kearney State College '77 BS; University of Tennessee '84 PhD.

Greenberg, Andrea Rose Term Assistant Professor of Sociology, CLA. Washington State University '87 BA; '90 MA.

Greenberg, Joshua A. Associate Professor of Resource Economics, SNRE. University of Connecticut '82 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '84 MS; Washington State University '90 PhD.

Griffith, Dennis Bradley Associate Professor of Wildlife Ecology, AKCFWRU/CNSM/IB. University of Missouri—Columbia '69 BA; Oregon State University '77 MS; University of Idaho '88 PhD.

Griukrova, Alla Instructor of Russian, CLA. St. Petersburg State University '79 MA.

Guerard, Jennifer J. Assistant Professor of Chemistry, CNSM. Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology '05 BS; The Ohio State University '09 PhD.

Gustafson, Karen Aileen Elsa Associate Professor of Music, CLA. University of Victoria, Canada '87 BM; Northwestern University '91 MM; University of Minnesota '01 DMA.

Guthrie, Mareca Rae Associate Professor of Art, CLA. Curator of Fine Arts, MUSEUM. Hills Road College, Cambridge, England '99 BA; Carlton College '03 BA; California Institute of the Arts '07 MFA.

Hall, Bryan Emmon Term Assistant Professor, CLA. University of Cincinnati '09 BMus; University of Texas at Austin '01 MMus; '14 DMA.

Hardy, Sarah Mincks Associate Professor of Marine Biology, CFOS. University of California, Santa Cruz '96 BA; San Francisco State University '98 MS; University of Hawai‘i Manoa '05 PhD.

Harms, Tamara K. Assistant Professor of Ecology, CNSM/IB. University of Washington '01 BS; Arizona State University '04 MS; '08 PhD.

Harney, Eileen M. Assistant Professor, CLA. Boston College '00 BA; University of Toronto '01 MA; '08 PhD.

Harris, Norman R. Assistant Professor of Range Management, SNRE. Oregon State University '92 BS; '98 MS; '01 PhD.
Hartman, Christopher M. Associate Professor of Computer Science, CEM. University of Alaska Fairbanks '91 BS; University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign '97 PhD.

Hatfield, Michael C. Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, CEM and Gl. Ohio Northern University '84 BS; California State University Fresno '87 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '99 Ph.D.

Hauser, Donna DW Research Assistant Professor, IARC. University of Washington '02 BS; '02 BS; '06 MS; '16 PhD.

Hay, Brian Research Associate Professor, CEM. University of Alaska Fairbanks '00 BS; '01 MS; Montana State University '05 PhD.

Healy, Joanne Assistant Professor of Special Education, SOE. University of Alaska Fairbanks '83 BEd; Western Oregon State College '87 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '14 PhD.

Heaton, John W. Professor of History, CLA. Director Western History Association, CLA. Portland State University '91 BA; Utah State University '93 MA; Arizona State University '99 PhD.

Hecimovich, Derylee Ann Professor of Extension, SNRE. 4-H and Youth, Family and Community Development Agent, Copper River/Matanuska– Susitna District, CES. University of Wisconsin–Stevens Point '81 BS; University of Alaska Anchorage '86 MS.

Hemphill, Brian Professor, CLA. Portland State University '82 BA; University of Oregon '84 MS; '91 PhD.

Henry, David A. Associate Professor of Foreign Languages and Literatures, CLA. Earlham College '93 BA; University of Michigan '04 MA.

Henry, Robyn Marcella Term Associate Professor of Rural Human Services, IAC/CRCD. Boston University '92 MS.

Herrick, Robert R. Research Associate Professor, Gl. Texas AM University '85 BS; University of Houston '88 MS; Southern Methodist University '93 PhD.

Herrmann, Mark Leonard Professor of Economics, SOM. Dean, SOM. University of California, Davis '82 BS; '85 MS; Washington State University '90 PhD.

Heusinkveld, Evelyn Jean Associate Professor of Applied Business, CTC. Indian Hills Community College '78 AA; Northeast Missouri State University '78 BS.

Heyne, Eric F. Professor of English, CLA. University of Washington '78 BA; Ohio State University '82 MA; '84 PhD.

Hill, Sean Assistant Professor, CLA. University of Georgia '95 BA; '98 MA; University of Houston '03 MFA.

Himelbloom, Brian H. Associate Professor of Seafood Science (Microbiology), CFOS. Northern Illinois University '78 BS; Louisiana State University '80 MS; North Carolina State University '85 Ph.D.

Hinzman, Larry D. Director, IARC. Professor of Civil Environmental Engineering, IARC. South Dakota State University '79 BS; Purdue University '81 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '90 PhD.

Hirsch, Alexander Associate Professor of Political Science, CLA. University of Massachusetts, Amherst '04 BA; University of California, Santa Cruz '08 MA; '11 PhD.

Hock, Regine Marianne Elisabeth Professor, CNSM. Brock University '87 BS; Freiburg University (Germany) '91 MS; ETH/Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich '97 PhD.

Hogan, Maureen P. Professor of Education, SOE. Southern Illinois University '86 BA; University of Illinois '92 MA; '00 PhD.

Holen, Davin Assistant Professor, CFOS. University of Alaska Anchorage '95 BA; '02 MA.

Hollmén, Tuula Elina Research Associate Professor, CFOS. University of Helsinki '92 DVM; '02 PhD.

Holt, Glen G. Term Instructor, SNRE. Michigan State University '81 BS; '82 BS.

Hook, Robert J. Assistant Professor of Process Technology, CTC. University of Alaska Fairbanks '90 AA.

Hoover, Kara Celine Associate Professor of Anthropology, CLA. Flagler College '90 BA; Florida State University '94 MA; '97 MA; Southern Illinois University Carbondale '01 Ph.D.

Hopcroft, Russell R. Professor of Marine Science, CFOS. University of Guelph '83 BS; University of Guelph '88 MS; University of Guelph '97 Ph.D.

Hopper, Ann Davis Term Asst Professor, IAC/CRCD. Old Dominion University '78 BS; University of Denver '85 MSW.

Hornig, Joan Ellen Term Assistant Professor of Elementary Education, SOE. University of California, Davis '81 BA; University of Washington '85 MFA.

Horstmann–Dehn, Larissa–Ariane Associate Professor, CFOS. University of Goettingen, Germany '93 BS; University of Kiel '97 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '05 Ph.D.

Houlton, Kelly Lynne Assistant Professor of Developmental Mathematics, CRCD. University of Alaska Fairbanks '88 BS; '13 MEd.

Howard, William A. Associate Professor of Chemistry Biochemistry, CNSM. Tulane University '90 BS; Columbia University '91 MA; '95 PhD.

Huang, Daisy Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, CEM. University of California Berkeley '99 BS; Santa Clara University '05 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '13 PhD.

Hueffer, Karsten Associate Professor of Veterinary Microbiology, CNSM. School of Veterinary Medicine Hannover (Germany) '99 DVM; Cornell University '03 Ph.D.

Huettmann, Falk Professor, CNSM/IAB. University of Goettingen, Germany '91 BS; University of Freiburg, Germany '92 Diploma; University of Munich, Germany '92 MS; University of New Brunswick, Canada '00 Ph.D.

Hulsey, J Leroy Professor of Civil Engineering, CEM. Associate Director of Alaska University Transportation Center, INE. Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy '64 BSCE; University of Missouri–Rolla '66 MS; '76 Ph.D.

Hum, Richard Term Assistant Professor, CLA. University of California, Santa Cruz '94 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '13 MA; '14 PhD.

Hundertmark, Kris Joseph Associate Professor of Wildlife Ecology, CNSM/IAB. Department Chair, CNSM. Pennsylvania State University '78
I

Ickert-Bond, Stefanie M. Curator of Herbarium, MUSEUM. Professor of Botany, CNSM/IAB. Arizona State University '97 MS; Arizona State University '03 PhD.

Ihlen, Claudia Assistant Professor of Biology, NWC/CRCD. University of Goettingen, Germany '93 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '99 MS; '07 PhD.

Iken, Katrin Barbara Professor, CFOS. University of Dusseldorf, Germany '87 BS; University of Bayreuth, Germany '91 MA; Alfred Wegener Inst. for Polar Marine Research, Germany '95 PhD.

Ilingworth, Kevin M. Professor, IAC/CRCD. Tribal Management Coordinator, IAC/CRCD. University of Alaska Fairbanks '93 BA; University of Idaho '00 JD; University of Idaho College of Law '00 JD.

Iwahana, Go Postdoctoral Fellow, IARC. Hokkaido University '04 PhD.

Izbekov, Pavel Edgarovich Research Associate, GI. University of Alaska Fairbanks '02 PhD.

J

Jarrett, Brian Neil Associate Professor of Justice, CLA. Simon Fraser University '85 BA; University of British Columbia '88 JD; University of Hawai‘i '06 PhD.

Jensen, Karen L. Professor of Library Science, LIB. Grinnell College '86 BA; University of Washington '96 MLS.

Jin, Meibing Research Associate Professor, IARC. Qinghua University '89 BS; First Institute of Oceanography '92 MS; Chinese Academy of Sciences '98 PhD.

John, Theresa A. Associate Professor of Indigenous Studies, CLA. University of Alaska Fairbanks '83 BA; '92 MEd; '10 PhD.

Johnson, Don Preston Assistant Professor of Law Enforcement, CTC. .

Johnson, Galen R. Professor of Construction Management, CTC. University of Alaska Fairbanks '79 BS; '02 MS.

Johnson, Mark A. Professor of Marine Science, CFOS. University of Miami '77 BS; Texas AM University '81 MS; '87 PhD.

Johnston, Duff Assistant Professor of English, CLA. University of Wisconsin—Madison '92 BA; University of Arizona '03 MA; Pennsylvania State University '11 PhD.

Joly, Julie Judith Lurman Associate Professor of Resources Law and Policy, SNRE. Rutgers University '97 BS; Yale University '99 MES; Georgetown University '03 JD.

Jonaitis, Aldona C. Interim Director, MUSEUM. State University of New York at Stony Brook '69 BA; Columbia University '73 MA; '76 MPhil; '77 PhD.

Jones, Debra Ann Associate Professor of Extension, SNRE. Program Chair, Youth, Family and Community Development, CES. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University '78 BS; Mississippi State University '83 MEd; Nova Southeastern University '09 PhD.

Jones, Jeremy Boyd Professor of Biology, CNSM/IAB. San Francisco State University '88 BS; Virginia Commonwealth University '90 MS; Arizona State University '94 PhD.

Jones, Zoe Marie Term Assistant Professor, CLA. .

Jones, Seth Term Assistant Professor of Philosophy, CLA. University of Cincinnati '05 BA; University of Iowa '11 MA; '12 PhD.

K

Kadanoff, David Term Assistant Professor, CLA. Emory University '02 BA; University of California, San Diego '07 MA; '14 PhD.

Kaden, Ute Immgard Associate Professor of Secondary Education, SOE. Technical University Dresden '81 MS; University of Texas at Brownsville/Texas Southmost College '03 MEd; University of Houston '07 EdD.

Kaiser, Janet Shantz Village Adult Basic Education Coordinator and Faculty, KUC/CRCD. University of Washington '02 BA.

Kamerling, Leonard J. Curator, Alaska Center for Documentary Film, MUSEUM. Professor of English, CLA. Franconia College '65 AA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '99 MFA.

Kanevskiy, Mikhail Zinoyevich Research Assistant Professor, INE. .

Kardash, Diane Logan Term Instructor of Elementary Education, SOE. University of Southern California '90 BS; California State University, Fresno '94 MA.

Karlstson, Meriam G. Professor of Horticulture, SNRE/AFES. Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences '79 BS; Michigan State University '84 MS; '87 PhD.

Kaspary, Phillip N. Term Instructor of Extension, SNRE. Agriculture and Horticulture Agent, Delta Junction, CES. North Dakota State University '84 BS.

Kasper, Jeremy Research Associate Professor, CEM/INE. Reed College '99 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '10 PhD.

Kassof, Brian E. Assistant Professor of History, CLA. Wesleyan University '89 BA; University of California, Berkeley '95 MA; '00 PhD.

Keiper, Margaret Assistant Professor of Business Administration, SOM. Lake Michigan College '06 AS, AAS; Trine University '08 BSBA; Lakeland University '08 BA; '09 BA; Lynn University '10 MBA; University of New Mexico '14 PhD.

Kelly, Amanda L Assistant Professor, CFOS. Portland State University '07 BS; '13 PhD.

Kelly, Sean Assistant Professor of Aviation Maintenance Technology, CTC. University of Alaska Fairbanks '12 Certificate; '18 AAS.
Khataniar, Santanu Professor of Petroleum Engineering, CEM. Indian School of Mines '83 BT; University of Texas '85 MS; '91 PhD.

Kholodov, Alexander Lvovich Postdoctoral Fellow, Gl. .

Kielland, Knut Professor of Ecology, CNSM/IAB. University of Alaska Fairbanks '82 BS; '82 BS; '90 PhD.

Kim, Yongwon Research Associate Professor, IARC. Pukyong National University, Korea '85 BS; Pukyong National University, Korea '92 MS; Hokkaido University '98 PhD.

Kim, Sun Woo Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, CEM. Hanyang University '00 BS; '05 MS; Duke University '08 PhD.

Kind, Denise Marie Franke Term Instructor, CNSM. University of Chicago '94 BA; University of California, Irvine '04 PhD.

Kingsley, Ilana Michelle Associate Professor of Library Science, LIB. Oneonta State University '88 BA; Syracuse University '91 MLIS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '15 MEd.

Kitaysky, Alexander Stanislav Professor of Integrative Physiology, CNSM/IAB. Irkutsk State University, Russia '84 BS; '86 MS; University of California, Irvine '96 PhD.

Knapp, Karl David Assistant Professor of Cello and Low Strings, CLA. Illinois Wesleyan University '00 BM; University of Wisconsin–Wisconsin '02 MM; '05 DMA.

Koester, David C. Professor of Cultural Anthropology, CLA. Carleton College '79 BA; University of Chicago '84 MA; '90 PhD.

Konar, Brenda Professor of Marine Science, CFOS. San Jose State University '86 BA; Moss Landing Marine Laboratories '91 MS; University of California, Santa Cruz '98 PhD.

Koskey, Michael Stephen Assistant Professor of Indigenous Studies, CRCD. University of Central Florida '91 BA; '91 BS; Purdue University '93 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '03 PhD.

Krejci, Paul Term Assistant Professor of Music, CLA. University of Alaska Fairbanks '89 BM; '90 BA; '93 MA; University of Sydney, Australia '94 MA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '10 PhD.

Kuhn, Thomas Bernard Professor of Chemistry Biochemistry, CNSM. University of Zurich, Switzerland '85 BS; '91 PhD.

Kuhns, Charles Mark Assistant Professor of Emergency Services, CTC. University of Alaska Fairbanks '85 AAS; University of Alaska Anchorage '11 BS; '13 MS.

Kulchitskiy, Anton Vladimirovich Research Associate Professor, INE. Lomonosov Moscow State University '99 PhD.

L

Lan, Ping Professor of Business Administration, SOM. Peking University, China '82 BS; University of Strathclyde, U.K. '95 PhD.

Lantz, Teresa Assistant Professor of Process Technology, CTC. Massachusetts Institute of Technology '82 BS.

Lardon, Cecile Sabine Claudia Professor of Psychology, CLA. Depaul University '89 BA; University of Illinois at Chicago '95 MA; '99 PhD.

Larsen, Christopher F. Research Professor, Gl. University of Alaska Fairbanks '91 BS; University of California, Santa Cruz '96 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '03 PhD.

Larsen, Jessica Faust Professor of Volcanology, CNSM/GI. University of California, Santa Cruz '91 BS; '93 MS; '96 PhD.

Lawlor, Orion Sky Assistant Professor of Computer Science, CEM. University of Alaska Fairbanks '99 BS; University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign '01 MS; '05 PhD.

Layer, Paul W. Dean, CNSM. Professor of Geophysics, CNSM. Michigan State University '81 BS; Stanford University '84 MS; '86 PhD.

Lee, Olivia Research Assistant Professor, IARC. University of Hawaii at Hilo '04 BA; Texas AM University '11 PhD.

Leigh, Mary Beth Professor of Microbiology, CNSM/IAB. University of Oklahoma, Norman '94 BFA; '97 MS; '03 PhD.

Leonard, Beth Associate Professor, CLA. University of Alaska Fairbanks '94 BA; '96 MEd; '07 PhD.

Lewis, Sarah R-P. Assistant Professor of Extension, SNRE. Youth, Family and Community Development Agent, Juneau and Sitka Districts, CES. University of Oregon '94 BArch; University of Alaska Anchorage '03 MSW.

Liljedahl, Anna Katariina Research Associate Professor, WERC/INE. Umea University (Sweden) '05 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '11 PhD.

Lin, Chueng–Sen Professor of Mechanical Engineering, CEM. National Taiwan University of Oceanic Science '72 BS; University of Hawai‘i '78 MS; University of Minnesota '88 PhD.

Lindberg, Mark S. Professor of Wildlife Biology/Ecology, CNSM/IAB. Indiana University of Pennsylvania '85 BS; Cornell University '91 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '96 PhD.

Little, Joseph Mikel Professor, SOM. University of Puget Sound '96 BA; University of Denver '00 MA; University of New Mexico '05 PhD.

Little, Joseph Mikel Professor of Economics, SOM. University of Puget Sound '96 BA; University of Denver '00 MA; University of New Mexico '05 PhD.

Liu, Juanyu Professor of Civil Engineering, CEM. Tongji University, Shanghai '95 BS; Texas AM University '01 MS; '06 PhD.

Lopez, Ellen Deborah Smolker Associate Professor of Psychology, CLA. University of Wisconsin–Madison '88 BA; University of Washington '96 MA; University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill '02 PhD.

Lopez, Juan Andres Associate Professor, CFOS. Curator of Fish, CFOS. University of Alabama '94 BS; University of Washington '98 MS; Iowa State University '03 PhD.

Loring, Philip Allen Assistant Professor of Indigenous Studies, INE. Florida Atlantic University '05 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '07 MA; '10 PhD.

Lovecraft, Amy Lauren Professor of Political Science, CLA. Assistant Professor, EDE. Trinity University '94 BA; University of Texas at Austin '97 MA; '01 PhD.
Lowder, Marla K. Professor of Extension, SNRE. 4–H and Youth Development Agent, Fairbanks Tanana District, CES. Utah State University '92 BS; University of Idaho '99 MS.

Luick, Bret Roger Associate Professor of Extension, SNRE. Food and Nutrition Specialist, CES. University of Alaska Fairbanks '79 AAS; '79 BS; University of California, Davis '85 MS; Oregon State University '91 Ph.D.

Lunn, Lisa Associate Professor Large Animal Veterinarian, CNSM. Veterinary Extension Specialist, SNRE. SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry '87 AAS; Kansas State College '95 BS; '99 DVM.

Lupinek, Josh Assistant Professor of Business Administration, SOM. Franklin Pierce University '09 BS; University of Connecticut '11 MA; University of Minnesota '15 Ph.D.

M

Mahoney, Andrew Research Associate Professor, GI. University of East Anglia '99 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '06 Ph.D.

Maier, Julie Ann Kitchens Associate Professor, CRCD. Midwestern State University '84 BS; '86 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '96 Ph.D.

Maio, Christopher V. Assistant Professor of Coastal Geography, CNSM. University of Massachusetts-Boston '07 BS; '09 MS; '14 Ph.D.

Makarevich, Roman Professor of Physics, CNSM/GI. St. Petersburg State University '93 BSc; '96 MSc; University of Saskatchewan '03 Ph.D.

Mamoon, Trina Rubaiya Associate Professor of Russian, CLA. People’s Friendship University, Russia '84 MA; University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign '93 MA; '97 Ph.D.

Mann, Daniel H. Associate Professor of Geosciences, CNSM. Senior Scientist, IAB/CNSM. University of Washington '76 BA; '78 MS; '83 Ph.D.

Mao, Jingqiu Assistant Professor of Chemistry, CNSM/GI. Shenzhen University, China '95 BS; Chinese Academy of Science '99 MS; Pennsylvania State University '07 Ph.D.

Marchenko, Sergey S. Term Research Associate Professor, GI. .

Marlow, Patrick E. Associate Professor of Linguistics, CLA/SOE. University of Wisconsin–Madison '89 BA; University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign '91 MA; '97 Ph.D.

Marsik, Tomas Associate Professor, CRCD. University of Alaska Fairbanks '07 Ph.D.

Martelle, Wendy M. Term Assistant Professor of Linguistics, CLA. Moscow State University '02 MA; University of Pittsburgh '05 MA; ’11 Ph.D.

Martinez, Luis Assistant Professor of Culinary Arts, CTC. Assistant Professor of Culinary Arts and Hospitality, CTC. University of Alaska Fairbanks '08 AAS.

Marx, Bethany C. Assistant Professor of Theatre, Costume Design, CLA. University of Evansville '04 BFA; University of Massachusetts, Amherst '07 MFA.

Mason, Charles W. Professor of Photojournalism and Photography, CLA. Washington and Lee University '84 BS; Illinois State University '88 MS.

Mason, Gordon Joe Associate Professor, NWC/CRCD. Instructor of Computer Information and Office Systems, Independent Learning Program, EDE. University of Notre Dame ’74 BA; Iowa State University ’89 MA.

Matney, Casey A. Assistant Professor of Extension, SNRE. Agriculture and Horticulture Agent, Kenai Peninsula District, CES. Oregon State University ‘04 MS; ’10 Ph.D.

Mattacchione, Anne Marie Assistant Professor of Early Childhood Education, CTC. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’03 AAS; ’10 BA.

Matusевич, Yelena Professor of French, CLA. Russian State University ’89 MA; University of Oklahoma ’93 MA; University of Illinois ’98 Ph.D.

Matweyou, Julie Ann Associate Professor, CFOS. University of Akron ’96 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’03 MS.

Maxwell, David A. Associate Professor of Mathematics, CNSM. University of Waterloo, Canada ’95 BS; University of British Columbia ’97 MSc; University of Washington ’04 Ph.D.

May, Jeffrey Dirk Associate Professor, CLA. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’04 BA; ’07 MA; University of Montana School of Law ’08 JD.

May, Amy Associate Professor, CLA. Augusta State University ’97 BS; Auburn University ’01 MA.

Mayer, Charles Edward Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, CEM. Associate Dean of Academics, CEM. University of Texas at Austin ’78 BS; University of Texas at Austin ’81 MSE; University of Texas at Austin ’83 Ph.D.

McBeath, Jenifer Huang Professor of Plant Pathology/Biotechnology, SNRE. National Taiwan University, Taipei ’68 BS; University of California, Davis ’70 MS; Rutgers University ’74 Ph.D.

McCarthy, Paul Joseph Professor of Geology, CNSM. University of Western Ontario ’86 BS; ’89 MS; University of Guelph ’95 Ph.D.

McCartney, Leslie Associate Professor, Curator of Oral History, LIB. Trent University ’99 BS; ’05 MA.

McCoy, Robert P. Director, GI. .

McDonald, Richard A. Professor of Computer and Information Technology Systems, CTC. Gonzaga University ’80 BA; ’93 MA; University of Illinois Springfield ’09 Information Assurance Certification.

McDonnell, Andrew Associate Professor, CFOS. University of California ’05 BS; Massachusetts Institute of Technology ’11 Ph.D.

McEachern, Diane Marie Associate Professor of HUM and Coordinator of KUC Behavioral Health, KUC/CRCD. Southwest Missouri State University ’84 BS; Arizona State University ’98 MSW; Lesley University ’13 Ph.D.

McGee, Sean Instructor of Homeland Security and Emergency Management, SOM. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’91 BA; ’15 MA.

McGinnis, Kimberly Instructor of Business Administration, SOM. Vanderbilt University ’05 BA; Columbia University ’09 MIA; University of California Berkeley ’15 MBA.

McGuire, Anthony David Professor of Ecology, CNSM/IAB. Assistant Unit Leader of Ecology, AKCFWRU/CNSM/IAB. Cornell University ’76 BS; Cornell University ’77 MEng; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’83 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’89 Ph.D.
McIntyre, Julie Pilar Associate Professor of Statistics, CNSM. Northwestern University '92 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '98 MS; North Carolina State University '03 PhD.

McPhee, Megan V. Associate Professor of Fisheries, CFOS. University of Washington '96 BS; University of New Mexico '03 PhD.

Meek, Chanda L. Associate Professor of Political Science, CLA. Western Washington University '96 BS; York University '99 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '09 PhD.

Mehner, Da-ka-xeen Associate Professor of Native Arts, CLA. Institute of American Indian Art '92 AA; University of New Mexico '03 BFA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '07 MFA.

Meier, Rose Antonia Zbinden Coordinator, Ethnobotany Program, IAC/CRCR. Luther College '80 BSc; Northern Illinois University '84 MS; University of Minnesota '92 PhD.

Mendelowitz, Kade Professor of Theatre, CLA. Lighting Designer, Technical Director, CLA. State University of New York at New Paltz '88 BFA; Temple University '91 MFA.

Meritt, Patricia Anne Professor of Early Childhood Education, CTC. Sacramento City College '71 AA; California State University, Chico '73 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '84 MAT.

Metcalf, Robert G. Director, NWC/CRCRD.

Metz, Paul Anthony Professor of Geological Engineering, CEM. Michigan Tech University '68 BS; University of Alaska Anchorage '72 MBA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '75 MS; University of London '91 PhD.

Meyer, Franz Josef Associate Professor of Geophysics, CNSM/GI. Technical University of Munich, Germany '00; '04 PhD.

Mezger, Jochen Ernst Term Instructor of Geology, CNSM. Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz, Germany '91 Diploma; University of Alberta '97 PhD.

Misarti, Nicole Research Associate Professor, WERC/INE. Middlebury College '95 BA; University of Wisconsin-Madison '02 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '07 PhD.

Misra, Debasmita Professor of Geological Engineering, CEM. Orissa University, India '84 BS; Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok '86 MS; University of Minnesota '94 PhD.

Mitchell, Jacqueline Assistant Professor of Allied Health, CTC. University of Portland '08 BSN.

Mollett, David L. Professor of Drawing, CLA. Department Chair, CLA. Reed College '75 BA.

Morton, James Assistant Professor of Counseling, SOE. University of Connecticut '91 BA; '97 MS; University of Missouri St. Louis '13 MEd; Southern Illinois University Carbondale '17 PhD.

Mueuter, Franz Associate Professor of Fisheries, CFOS. Rhino-Westphalian Technical University '92 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '92 MS; '98 MS; '99 PhD.

Mulder, Christa P.H. Professor of Ecology, CNSM/IAB. Bates College '88 BA; Queens University '91 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '96 PhD.

Murakami, Chisato Term Instructor of Japanese, CLA.

Murphy, Molly Danielle Assistant Professor of Veterinary Pathology, CNSM. University of Georgia '93 BS; '03 PhD; '07 DVM.

Musich, Miranda B Assistant Professor of Applied Business, NWC. University of Alaska Anchorage '11 AA; Waldorf University '14 AA; '14 BS.

Musket, Reginald Reed Postdoctoral Fellow, GI. University of Alaska Fairbanks '07 PhD.

Mölders, Carmen Nicole Professor of Atmospheric Sciences, CNSM/GI. University of Cologne '83 BS; '88 MS; '92 PhD; University of Leipzig '99 Habilitation.

N

Nadin, Elisabeth Sophia Associate Professor of Geology, CNSM. University of Rhode Island '98 BS; California Institute of Technology '02 MS; '07 PhD.

Nakoneczny, Michael M. Associate Professor of Art, CLA. Cleveland State University '79 BFA; University of Cincinnati '81 MFA.

Nash, Arthur Leland Associate Professor of Extension, SNRE. Energy Specialist, CES. Bemidji State University '87 BS; '89 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '02 MS.

Nebel, Roger Instructor of Homeland Security and Emergency Management, SOM. California Coast University '91 BS; National-Louis University '93 MS.

Newberry, Rainer J. Professor of Geology, CNSM. Massachusetts Institute of Technology '75 BS; Stanford University '78 MS; '80 PhD.

Newman, David E. Professor of Physics, CNSM/GI. University of Pittsburgh '83 BS; University of Wisconsin '93 PhD.

Ng, Chung-Sang Associate Professor of Physics, CNSM/GI. Chinese University of Hong Kong '86 BS; '88 MPhil; Auburn University '94 PhD.

Nolan, Matthew A. Term Research Assoc Professor, WERC/INE. Carnegie Mellon University '88 BS; University of Alaska Anchorage '92 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '97 PhD.

Norcross, Brenda L. Professor, CFOS. MacMurray College '71; St. Louis University '76 MS; College of William and Mary '83 PhD.

O

Oliver, S. Ryan Instructor of Chemistry, CNSM. Shawnee State University '05 BS; The Ohio State University '09 PhD.

Olsen, Robert Professor, CLA.

Olson, Link Eric Curator of Mammals, MUSEUM. Professor of Systematic Biology, CNSM. University of Michigan '92 BS; University of Chicago '99 PhD.

O’Brien, Diane Marie Professor of Biology, CNSM/IAB. Amherst College '91 BA; Princeton University '98 PhD.

O’Brien, Kristin Marie Professor of Biology, CNSM/IAB. Duke University '90 BS; University of Maine '99 PhD.

O’Donoghue, Brian Patrick Professor of Journalism, CLA. Department Chair, CLA. University of California, Santa Cruz '77 BA; New York University '85 MA.
O’Hara, Todd Michael Professor of Veterinary Toxicology and Pharmacology, CNSM. Villanova University ’83 BS; ’85 MS; Medical College of Virginia ’88 PhD; University of Wisconsin–Madison ’92 DVM.

Palter, Morris S. Associate Professor of Percussion, CLA. University of Toronto ’93 BM; The Royal Conservatory The Hague ’99 1st Phase Artists Diploma; University of California, San Diego ’00 MM; ’05 DMA.

Panteleev, Gleb Glebovich Research Associate Professor, IARC. Moscow Institute for Physics and Technology ’83 BS; ’85 MS; PP Shirshov Oceanological Institute ’91 PhD.

Patil, Shirish Lilaahar Professor of Petroleum Engineering, CEM. University of Poona ’81 BE; University of Pittsburgh ’83 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’87 MS; ’95 MS; ’07 PhD.

Pearson, Heidi Christine Assistant Professor, CFOS. Duke University ’98 BS; Texas AM University ’08 PhD.

Peng, Jifeng Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, CEM. University of Science and Technology of China ’02 BS; Stony Brook University ’04 MS; California Institute of Technology ’09 PhD.

Perkins, Robert Allan Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering, CEM. Florida Atlantic University ’72 BSE; University of Alaska Anchorage ’78 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’83 MS; University of North Carolina ’94 PhD.

Pete, Mary Ciuniq Director, Kuskokwim Campus, KUC/CRCD. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’79 BA; ’84 MA.

Peter, Hishinlai R. Term Instructor of Gwich’in, ANLC. University of Alaska Anchorage ’87 AAS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’00 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’08 MEd.

Peter, Joshua Assistant Professor of Computer and Information Technology Systems, CTC. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’04 AAS.

Peterson, Donald T. Term Assistant Professor of Education, SOE. University of Minnesota Duluth ’70 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’96 MAT.

Peterson, Ronik Andrew Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, CEM. University of California, San Diego ’94 BS; University of Colorado at Boulder ’96 MS; ’99 PhD.

Peterson, Jennifer R Assistant Professor, CLA. Wichita State University ’05 BA; Texas Christian University ’10 MS; ’13 PhD.

Pettit, Erin Christine Associate Professor of Geophysics, CNSM. Brown University ’94 ScB; University of Washington ’03 PhD.

Pinchuk, Alexei Ilich Research Associate Professor, CFOS. St. Petersburg State University ’87 Diploma; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’97 MS; ’06 PhD.

Platt, Patrick Associate Professor of Anthropology, CLA. University of Neuchatel, Switzerland ’95 BA; ’98 MA; ’05 PhD.

Plumb, Veronica Marie Assistant Professor, CRCD. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’94 AAS; ’00 BA; University of Alaska Southeast ’08 MEd.

Pociello-Samperiz, Ana Term Assistant Professor, CLA. University of Valladolid, Spain ’10 BA; University of Kentucky ’13 MA; ’15 PhD.

Podlutsky, Andrej Associate Professor of Molecular Biology, CNSM/IAB. Kharkov State University, Ukraine ’90 MS; Institute Theoretical and Experimental Biophysics, Puchino ’99 PhD.

Polyakov, Igor V. Professor, CNSM/IARC. Leningrad Hydrometeorological Institute ’84 MS; Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute ’90 PhD; St. Petersburg State University ’92 MS; Russian State Hydrometeorological Institute ’97 DSc.

Post, William Dean Associate Professor of Music, CLA. Michigan State University ’90 BMus; Western Washington University ’94 MMus; Kent State University ’07 PhD.

Potter, Ben Austin Professor of Anthropology, CLA. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’97 MA; ’05 PhD.

Prakash, Anupma Professor of Geophysics and Associate Dean, CNSM. Director, CNSM Division of Research. Director, EPSCoR. Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee ’96 PhD.

Prato, Alba Ruth Instructor of Accounting, SOM. Loma Linda University ’90 BBA; Auburn University ’91 MAcc.

Prince, Robert William Associate Professor, CLA. Calvin College ’99 BA; Michigan State University ’04 MA.

Racina, Kris Instructor of Business Administration, SOM. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’06 BBA; ’09 MBA.

Radenbaugh, Todd Alan Professor of Environmental Science, BBC/CRCD. University of North Carolina at Wilmington ’87 BS; Appalachian State University ’92 MS; University of Regina ’07 PhD.

Rader, Heidi Breana Term Assistant Professor of Extension, SNRE. Agriculture and Horticulture Agent, Extension Indian Reservation Program, Tanana Chiefs Conference, CES. University of Colorado at Boulder ’02 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’06 MS.

Raskovic, Dejan Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, CEM. University of Belgrade ’93 BS; ’96 MS; University of Alabama in Huntsville ’03 PhD.

Rasley, Brian Timothy Associate Professor, CNSM. Associate Professor, CRCD. Arizona State University ’81 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’90 MA; Georgetown University ’98 PhD.

Rea, Lorrie Research Professor, CEM/INE. University of Guelph, Canada ’87 BS; University of California, Santa Cruz ’90 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’95 PhD.

Reilly, Terence J. Professor of English, CLA. Colby College ’75 BA; Nova University ’82 MSED; University of Miami ’91 MA; ’93 PhD.

Rember, Robert Douglas Research Assistant Professor, IARC. Mount Allison University ’95 BS; Florida Institute of Technology ’98 MS; ’02 PhD.

Renes, Susan L. Associate Professor of Counseling, SOE. University of Idaho ’77 BS; University of Idaho ’77 MS; Capella University ’03 MS; ’08 PhD.

Reuther, Joshua Donald Curator of Archaeology, CLA. Associate Professor, CLA. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’00 BA; ’03 MA; University of Arizona ’13 PhD.
Reynolds, Arleigh James  Associate Dean, Department of Veterinary Medicine, CNSM. Professor, Veterinary Nutrition, CNSM. Cornell University ’83 BSc; ’86 DVM; ’92 PhD.

Reynolds, Douglas Bradford  Professor of Economics, SOM. Colorado State University ’84 BS; University of New Mexico ’91 MA; ’94 PhD.

Reynolds, Jennifer Robin  Associate Professor of Marine Science, CFOS. Associate Director, WCPRURC, CFOS. Dartmouth College ’85 BS; Columbia University ’90 MA; ’95 PhD.

Rhodes, John A.  Professor of Mathematics, CNSM. Dartmouth College ’82 BA; Massachusetts Institute of Technology ’86 PhD.

Rice, Allison A.  Associate Professor, CFOS. Oberlin College ’93 BA; University of Alaska Southeast ’04 MPA.

Rickard, Anthony D.  Professor of Mathematics Education, CNSM. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’87 BS; ’89 MAT; Michigan State University ’93 PhD.

Riley, Julie A.  Professor of Extension, SNRE. Horticulture Agent, Tanana District in Fairbanks, CES. University of Wisconsin—Madison ’77 BS; ’80 MS.

Rinio, Tyson Shea  Associate Professor of Library Science, LIB. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’97 BA; University of Arizona ’03 MA.

Rivkin, Inna D.  Associate Professor of Psychology, CLA. University of California, Berkeley ’93 BA; University of California, Los Angeles ’00 PhD.

Romanovsky, Vladimir E.  Professor of Geophysics, GI. Moscow State University ’75 MS; ’82 PhD; ’85 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’96 PhD.

Ruess, Roger W.  Professor of Botany, CNSM. Associate Director, IAB. University of California, Irvine ’74 BS; University of North Dakota ’80 PhD.

Rupp, Terry Scott  Professor of Forestry, SNRE. Pennsylvania State University ’93 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’98 PhD.

Ruppert, James K.  President’s Professor of Alaska Native Studies, CLA. State University of New York ’70 BA; Purdue University ’72 MA; University of New Mexico ’81 Ph.D.

Rybkjin, Alexei  Professor of Mathematics, CNSM. St. Petersburg University, Russia ’82 MS; ’85 PhD.

Schichnes, Janet C.  Undergraduate Advisor and Practicum Supervisor, CLA. Term Instructor of Psychology, CLA. Rutgers University ’70 BA; Harvard University ’81 EdM.

Schiewer, Silke  Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering, CEM. Technische Universität Braunschweig, Germany ’93 MS; McGill University ’96 Ph.D.

Schluett, E. Frederick  Vice Provost of Outreach and Director, SNRE. Texas AM University ’76 BS; ’79 MS; ’87 PhD.

Schnabel, William E.  Director Water and Environmental Research Center, CEM. Professor, CEM/INE. Purdue University ’91 BS; University of Iowa ’96 MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’00 PhD.

Seed, B. Vaughan  Assistant Professor of Veterinary Anatomy, CNSM. University of Canterbury, New Zealand ’73 BSc; ’79 MS; Massey University, New Zealand ’83 DVM.

Seitz, Andrew Christopher  Associate Professor of Fisheries, CFOS. Cornell University ’97 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’06 PhD.

Sekaquaptewa, Patricia S.  Assistant Professor, DANSRD/CRCD.

Semiletov, Igor Petrovich  Professor, IARC. Far Eastern State University ’77 BS; PP Shirshov Oceanological Institute ’87 MS; ’95 PhD.

Shakhova, Natalia Yevgenyevna  Research Assistant Professor, IARC. Vladivostok Medical University ’82 MS; Russian Academy of Sciences ’93 PhD; PP Shirshov Oceanological Institute ’10 DSc.

Shallcross, Leslie Ann  Associate Professor of Extension, SNRE. Youth, Family and Community Development Agent, Anchorage District, Small Business Development, Tanana District in Fairbanks, Small Business Development, CES. Pennsylvania State University ’78 BS; ’92 MS.

Sheffield, Gay G.  Associate Professor, CFOS. University of New Hampshire BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’97 MS.

Sheppard, Dani Karole  Associate Professor of Psychology, CLA. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University ’88 BS; George Mason University ’95 MA; ’96 PhD.

Sherman, Todd L.  Dean, CLA. Professor of Art, CLA. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’79 BA; Pratt Institute ’85 MFA.

Shipka, Milan Paul  Professor of Animal Sciences, SNRE. Director, Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station, CES. University of Minnesota ’83 BS; Iowa State University ’91 MS; Utah State University ’96 PhD.

Shoaps, Robin A.  Assistant Professor of Anthropology and Linguistics, CLA. University of Chicago ’93 BA; University of California ’97 MA; ’04 PhD.

Shoemaker, Kay W.  Assistant Professor of Extension, SNRE. 4–H Youth Development, CES. Linfield College ’02 BSN; Alaska Pacific University ’14 MS.

Short, Margaret  Associate Professor of Statistics, CNSM. California Institute of Technology ’82 BS; University of Minnesota ’94 MS; ’00 MS; ’03 PhD.

Shur, Yuri  Associate Professor of Environmental Engineering, CEM. Moscow State University for Civil Engineering ’59 MS; Institute
of Foundations and Underground Structure '68 PhD; Institute of Hydrogeology and Engineering Geology '88 DSc.

Siekmann, Sabine Associate Professor of Linguistics, CLA. Idaho State University '97 BA; '99 MA; University of South Florida '04 PhD.

Sigman, Marilyn Jane Research Associate Professor, CFOS. Stanford University '73 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '77 MS.

Sikes, Derek S. Curator of Insects, MUSEUM. Professor of Entomology, CNSM. University of California, Santa Cruz '92 BA; Montana State University '94 MA; University of Connecticut '03 PhD.

Simko, Anthony Assistant Professor of Diesel and Heavy Equipment, CTC. .

Simmons, Harper L. Associate Professor, CFOS. University of Alaska Fairbanks '93 BS; '96 MS; Florida State University '00 PhD.

Simpson, William Robert Professor of Chemistry, CNSM. Swarthmore College '88 BA; Stanford University '95 PhD.

Skya, Walter A. Associate Professor of History, CLA. University of Washington '71 BA; University of Chicago '87 MA; '94 PhD.

Snifka, Lynne Marie Associate Professor of Journalism, CLA. University of Wisconsin '93 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '09 MA.

Snyder, Darren G. Associate Professor of Extension, SNRE. 4–H Youth Development Agent/Agriculture and Horticulture Agent, Juneau District, CES. University of Hawai’i Hilo '93 BS; University of Alaska Southeast '01 MAT.

Sonwalkar, Vikas S. Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, CEM. Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, India '76 BT; University of Rochester '78 MS; Stanford University '86 PhD.

Sorensen, Kathleen Ann Instructor of Mathematics, CNSM. Macalester College '89 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '97 MS.

Sapala, Jeffrey D. Postdoctoral Fellow, GI. .

Sparks, Howard Charles Professor of Accounting, SOM. C.P.A. University of Alaska Fairbanks '87 BBA; University of Iowa '89 MA; '96 PhD.

Sparrow, Elena B. Professor of Resources Management, SNRE. Education Outreach Director, SNRE. University of the Philippines '62 BS; Cornell University '66 MS; Colorado State University '73 PhD.

Speight, Jeremy S Assistant Professor, CLA. University of Toronto, Ontario '03 HBA; University of Guelph, Ontario '06 MA; Concordia University, Montreal QC '15 PhD.

Stanley, Sarah Elizabeth Composition Director, CLA. Associate Professor, CLA. Creighton University '03 BA; University of Kansas '05 MA; University of Massachusetts, Amherst '10 PhD.

Stekoll, Michael S. Professor, CFOS. Stanford University '71 BS; University of California '76 PhD.

Stephens, Stephen Wayne Instructor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, CEM. University of Alaska Fairbanks '92 BS; '96 MEE.

Stevens, Carrie Marie Assistant Professor of Tribal Management, IAC/CRCD. St. Mary’s College of Maryland '96 BA; School for International Training '04 MIIM.

Stewart, Kimberly Term Instructor of Spanish, CLA. Instructor of Linguistics, Independent Learning Program, EDE. University of Alaska Fairbanks '91 BA; '94 MED.

Stockwell, Dean Alan Research Associate Professor of Oceanography, CFOS. Humboldt State University '72 BS; Texas AM University '82 MS; University of Rhode Island '87 PhD.

Stuefer, Martin Research Assistant Professor, GI. .

Stuefer, Svetlana L. Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering, CEM. Russian State Hydrometeorological Institute '99 MSc; '02 PhD.

Sutton, Trent M. Professor of Fisheries, CFOS. Michigan State University '91 BSc; Michigan Technological University '93 MSc; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University '97 PhD.

Swamer, Keith M. Associate Professor of Computer and Information Sciences, CTC. University of Alaska Fairbanks '92 BBA.

Swisher, Kimberly Chase Clinical Associate Professor of Social Work, CLA. University of Alaska Fairbanks '96 BA; University of Alaska Anchorage '00 MSW.

Szuberla, Curt Albert Associate Professor of Physics, CNSM/GI. Director of Space Physics and Aeronomy, GI. United States Military Academy '86 BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '97 PhD.

Takebayashi, Naoki Associate Professor of Evolutionary Biology, CNSM. Associate Professor, IAB. Kyushu University '91 BS; Indiana University '00 PhD.

Tallmon, David A. Associate Professor, CFOS. University of California Santa Cruz '92 BA; University of Montana '96 MS; '01 PhD.

Tamone, Sherry L. Professor, CFOS. San Francisco State University '84 BS; University of California '93 PhD.

Tannehill, Linda Kay Professor of Extension, SNRE. University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY '82 BS; '86 MS.

Tape, Kenneth Drury Research Associate Professor, CEM/INE. University of Alaska Fairbanks '04 MS; '12 PhD.

Tape, Carl Associate Professor of Geophysics, CNSM/GI. Carleton College '01 BA; University of Oxford '03 MSc; California Institute of Technology '09 PhD.

Taylor, Karen Michelle Associate Professor of Communication, CLA. Tulane University '93 BA; Texas AM University '96 MA; University of Pittsburgh '03 Certification in Philosophy of History Science.

Thomson, Christine Associate Professor of Veterinary Neurobiology, CNSM. University of Melbourne, Australia '83 BVSc; University of Glasgow, UK '92 PhD; University of Melbourne, Australia '95 DipACVIM; '99 DipECVN.

Thorsen, Denise Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, CEM and GI. Director, Alaska Space Grant and NASA EPSCOR Programs, CEM. University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign '85 BS; '91 MS; '96 PhD.
Tilbury, Jennifer  Associate Professor of Developmental English and Coordinator of CTC Learning Center, CTC. University of Alaska Fairbanks '00 BA; '03 MA.

Todd, Susan K.  Associate Professor, SNRE. Bryn Mawr College '75 BA; University of Michigan '79 MRP; '95 Ph.D.

Toniole, Horacio Antonio  Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering, CEM. Universidad Nacional del Litoral, Argentina '91 BS; '99 MS; University of Minnesota '02 Ph.D.

Topkok, Charles Sean  Assistant Professor of Education, SOE. University of Alaska Fairbanks '92 BA; '10 MA.

Trainor, Sarah F.  Associate Professor, SNRE. Mount Holyoke College '92 BA; University of California, Berkeley '98 MA; '02 Ph.D.

Trainor, Thomas Patrick  Professor of Chemistry, CNSM. Colorado School of Mines '95 BS; Stanford University '01 PhD.

Truffer, Martin  Professor of Physics, GI. ETH Zurich, Switzerland '95 Diploma; University of Alaska Fairbanks '99 PhD.

Tuttle, Siri G.  Professor of Linguistics, ANLC/CLA. Director, Alaska Native Language Archive, CLA. University of Washington '90 MA; '98 PhD.

Valentine, David W.  Professor of Forest Soils, SNRE. Wittenberg University '81 BA; Duke University '84 MS; '90 Ph.D.

VanSpronsen, Hillary  Instructor of Mathematics, CNSM. Grand Valley State University '01 BS; University of Montana '03 MA; '08 Ph.D.

Verbyla, David L.  Professor of Geographic Information Systems, SNRE. Rutgers University '79 BS; Michigan State University '82 MS; Utah State University '88 Ph.D.

Vinlove, Amy Louise  Director, SOE. Associate Professor of Elementary Education, SOE. Brown University '92 BA; University of Colorado at Denver '95 MA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '13 Ph.D.

Wackerbauer, Renate Anna  Professor of Physics, CNSM. Technical University '90 Diploma; Max-Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics '95 Ph.D.

Wagner, Diane  Associate Professor of Biology, CNSM/IAB. University of California, Berkeley '86 BA; Princeton University '94 Ph.D.

Walker, Donald Arthur  Professor of Geobotany, CNSM/IAB. University of Colorado at Boulder '72 BA; '77 MA; '81 Ph.D.

Walklin, Sean  Assistant Professor of Culinary Arts, CTC. Apicus International School of Hospitality '08 Certificate, Italian Cuisine; University of Alaska Fairbanks '16 BA.

Walsh, John Edward  President's Professor of Global Climate Change and Chief Scientist, IARC. Dartmouth College '70 BS; Massachusetts Institute of Technology '74 PhD.

Walter Anthony, Katey Marion  Research Asst Professor, INE. University of Alaska Fairbanks '06 PhD.

Waters, Deana  Assistant Professor of Paralegal Studies, CTC.

Webley, Peter William  Research Associate Professor of Remote Sensing, GI. University of East Anglia '97 BS; '98 MSc; University of Reading, U.K. '03 Ph.D.

Webster, David Ray  Clinical Associate Professor, CLA. Cumberlaid College '75 BA; Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary '81 MDiv; University of New Hampshire '97 MA; University of Nebraska–Lincoln '02 Ph.D.

Weggel, Roger F.  Assistant Professor of Airframe and Power Plant Maintenance, CTC. Millersville State College '76 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '00 Certificate.

West, Michael E.  Research Professor of Volcano Seismology, GI. Colorado College '93 BA; Columbia University '01 Ph.D.

Westley, Peter A.  Assistant Professor, CFOS. University of Washington '04 BS; '07 MS; Memorial University of Newfoundland '12 PhD.

Whalen, Michael T.  Professor of Geology, CNSM. Department Co-Chair, Geology and Geophysics, CNSM. Rutgers University '82 BA; University of Montana '85 MS; Syracuse University '93 Ph.D.

Wheat, Charles Geoffrey  Research Professor of Marine Science, CFOS. Regional Coordinator, CFOS. University of New Hampshire '83 BS; University of Washington '86 MS; '90 Ph.D.

Whipple, Jason Lee  Associate Professor of Psychology, CLA. Director, Psychology Department Clinic, CLA. Brigham Young University '99 BS; '03 PhD; Alliant International University '07 MS.

Whitaker, Keith  Instructor, CEM. University of Rhode Island '86 BCE; University of Maine '06 JD.

White, Daniel M.  Chancellor, CHANC. Colorado College '90 BA; Washington University '91 BS; University of Notre Dame '95 Ph.D.

Wies, Richard W.  Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, CEM. University of Wyoming '92 BS; '95 MS; '99 Ph.D.

Wildfeuer, Sandra June  Professor of Mathematics, IAC/CRCD. Indiana University '91 BA; Purdue University '96 MS.

Williams, Gordon I.  Associate Professor of Mathematics, CNSM. Hampshire College '93 BA; University of Massachusetts, Amherst '97 MS; University of Washington '02 Ph.D.

Williams, Cory T.  Assistant Professor of Biology, CNSM/IAB. Simon Fraser University '00 BSc; University of Alaska Fairbanks '08 Ph.D.

Wilner, Eduardo Mario  Associate Professor of Philosophy, CLA. Associate Professor of Biology and Wildlife, CLA. University of Manitoba '88 MSc; University of Guelph '90 MA; '95 Ph.D.

Wilson, Timothy D.  Associate Professor of Spanish, CLA. Northern Illinois University '90 BA; University of Illinois '95 MA; '05 Ph.D.

Winfree, Cathleen Maureen  Professor of Allied Health, CTC. University of Oregon '78 BSN RN.

Winker, Kevin Sean  Curator of Birds, MUSEUM. Professor of Biology, CNSM. University of Minnesota '84 BA; '84 BS; '88 MS; '91 Ph.D.

Winsor, Peter Rolf  Associate Professor, CFOS. Komvux Goteborg '93 BA; Goteborg University '97 BS; '02 Ph.D.
Wipfli, Mark S. Professor of Freshwater Ecology, CNSM/IAB. Assistant Leader Fisheries, AKCFWRU. University of Wisconsin ’84 BS; ’87 MS; Michigan State University ’92 PhD.

Wolf, Diana Ellen Associate Professor of Biology, CNSM/IAB. College of Wooster ’93 BS; Indiana University ’00 PhD.

Woo, Matthew John Professor, CFOS. Worcester University, UK ’93 BS; University of Wales Bangor, U.K. ’95 MS; University of Wales Swansea, U.K. ’99 PhD.

Worrall, John M Assistant Professor, CLA. Wayne State University ’00 MBA; University of Nevada, Reno ’08 MA; ’11 PhD.

X

Xiang, Yuying Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, CEM. Tsinghua University ’01 BS; ’04 MS; University of Iowa ’08 PhD.

Y

Yamin-Pasternak, Sveta Term Assistant Professor, CLA.

Young, Mark D. Assistant Professor of Applied Business and Accounting, CTC. Henderson State University ’91 BM; Auburn University ’95 MM; University of LaVerne ’04 MSc.

Z

Zhang, Hui Associate Professor of Space Physics, CNSM/GI. Peking University, China ’02 BA; Boston University ’04 MA; ’08 PhD.

Zhang, Mingchu Professor of Agronomy/Soil Sciences, SNRE. Agricultural University of Central China ’81 BS; University of Alberta, Canada ’87 MS; ’93 PhD.

Zhang, Xiangdong Professor of Atmospheric Sciences, CNSM/GI/IARC. Nanjing Institute of Meteorology ’83 BS; Nanjing University ’93 PhD.

Zhang, Xiong Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, CEM. Tongji University, Shanghai ’92 BS; China Institute of Water Resources and Hydropower Research ’95 MS; Texas AM University ’04 DPhil.

Zhang, Yin Assistant Professor of Petroleum Engineering, CEM. China University of Petroleum Beijing ’07 BS; ’10 MS; University of Regina ’14 PhD.

Zhang, Lei Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, CEM. China University of Mining and Technology ’05 BS; ’08 MS; Michigan Technological University ’11 PhD.

Zhou, Xiyu Professor of Business Administration, SOM. Jiaotong University, Shanghai ’90 BE; China Europe International Business School, Shanghai ’96 MBA; Universite de Lausanne, Switzerland ’99 MS; University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ’04 PhD.

Zilberkant, Eduard President’s Professor of Fine Arts, CLA. Director, Fairbanks Symphony Orchestra, CLA. Bowling Green State University ’87 BM; ’89 MM, Freiburg Musik Hochschule ’91 Diploma; Temple University ’96 DMA.

Zinger, Natalia Dmitry Term Assistant Professor, BB/CRCD. Hertzen Russian State Pedagogical University ’79 BS; ’81 MS; University of Alaska Southeast ’13 GLI; University of Alaska Southeast ’13 MEd.

Zinger, Victor A. Professor of Mathematics and Natural Science, BBC/CRCD. Engineering Maritime University ’74 BS; ’75 MS; Hertzen Russian State Pedagogical University ’88 MS; ’03 PhD; University of Alaska Southeast ’12 MEd; University of Alaska Southeast ’13 GLI.

Zirbes, Beth Instructor of Mathematics, CNSM. Gustavus Adolphus College ’06 BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’09 MS.

Emeriti

Akasofu, Syun-Ichi, Professor of Physics and Director, Emeritus. Tohoku University ’53, BS; ’57, MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks, ’61, PhD. (1958-2007).

Alexander, Barbara F., Associate Professor of Art History and Humanities, Emerita. University of Zurich, Switzerland ’75, PhD. (1977-1999).

Alexander, Vera, Dean and Professor of Marine Science, Emerita. University of Wisconsin ’55, BA; ’62, MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’65, PhD. (1965-2005).


Andresen, Patricia A., Director of UAF Honors Program, Emeritus. University of Illinois ’55, BS; University of Missouri ’58, MA; University of California, Santa Barbara ’76, PhD. (1960-1993). Deceased.


Arundale, Robert B., Professor of Communications, Emeritus. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute ’63, BS; ’64, MS; Michigan State University ’71, PhD. (1979-2011).


Aspnes, John D., Professor of Electrical Engineering, Emeritus. University of Wisconsin ’65, MS; Montana State University ’76, PhD; P.E. (1978-1999).

Banopadhyay, Sukumar, Professor of Mining Engineering, Emeritus. Banaras Hindu University ’75, BS; ’75 MTech; Pennsylvania State University ’79, MS; ’82, PhD. (1982-2016).

Barndardt, Carol A., Associate Professor of Elementary Education, Emeritus. North Dakota State University ’65, BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’81, MA; University of British Columbia ’94, PhD. (1980-2013).

Barndardt, Raymond J., Professor of Cross Cultural Studies, Emeritus. North Dakota State University ’65, BS; Johns Hopkins University ’67, MEd; University of Oregon ’70, PhD. (1970-2013).

Barnes, William Carroll, Associate Professor of Computer and Information Technology, Emeritus. State University of New York at Buffalo ’71, BA; Nova Southeastern University ’02, MS. (2009-2017).

Basham, Charlotte S., Associate Professor of Linguistics and Anthropology, Emerita. Arizona State University ’67, BA; San Jose State University ’77, MA; University of Michigan, ’86, PhD. (1983-2005).


Bartlett, Thomas (Tom) E., Associate Professor of Accounting and Information Systems, Emeritus. Rhodes College ’67, BA; Emory University


Begét, James E., Professor of Geology, Emeritus. Columbia University '74, BA; University of Washington '77, MS; '81 PhD. (1984-2016).

Beghle, Charles E., Dean, School of Engineering, Professor of Civil Engineering, Emeritus. Washington State University '48, BS; '50, MS; Stanford University '57, PhD; P.E. (1950-1954, 1965-1980). Deceased.

Beistline, Earl H., Dean, School of Engineering, Professor of Mining, Emeritus, Professor of Mining, Emeritus. University of Alaska Fairbanks '39, BME; '47, EM; '69, LLD (Hon); P.E. (1946-1982). Deceased.

Bell-Jones, Jenny, Department of Alaska Native Studies and Rural Development Academic Chair, Emeritus. University of Alaska Fairbanks '04, AAS; '07, BA; '10, MA. (1999-2016).

Belon, Albert E., Professor of Physics, Emeritus. University of Alaska Fairbanks '52, BS; '84, ScD (Hon); University of California, Los Angeles '54, MA. (1956-1983). Deceased.

Bender, Laura, Director of the Graduate School and Interdisciplinary Programs, Emeritus. (1983-2017).


Bennett, F. Lawrence (Larry), Professor of Engineering Management, Emeritus. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute '61, BCE; Cornell University '63, MS; '66, PhD; P.E. (1968-1997).

Benson, Carl S., Professor of Geophysics and Geology, Emeritus. University of Minnesota '50, BA; '56, MS; California Institute of Technology '60, PhD. (1960-1987).

Berman, Gerald S., Professor of Social Work and Sociology, Emeritus. University of Michigan '56, BA; Case Western Reserve University '63, MSW; Case Western Reserve University, '70, PhD. (1980-2006).

Bernet, John (Jack) W., Professor of English, Emeritus. State University of Iowa '51, BA; University of North Dakota '57, MA; Stanford University '69, MA; '69, PhD. (1959-1964, 1970-1988). Deceased.

Biesiot, Peter G., Professor of Business Administration, Emeritus. University of Washington '42, BA; University of Nebraska '51, MS; Cornell University '58, MBA; University of Southern California '66, DBA. (1980-1990). Deceased.

Bird, Roy K., Professor of English and Director, Emeritus. Brigham Young University '72, BA; '74, MA; William Marsh Rice University, '82, PhD. (1984-2008). Deceased.

Biswa, Nirendra N., Professor of Geophysics, Emeritus. Indian Institute of Technology, India '55, BSc (Hons); '57, MTech; University of California, Los Angeles '71, PhD. (1971-2003). Deceased.

Black, Lydia T., Professor of Anthropology, Emerita. Northeastern University '69, BS; Brandeis University '71, MA; University of Massachusetts, Amherst '73, PhD. (1984-1997). Deceased.

Blalock, Susan E., Associate Professor of English, Emerita. Louisiana State University '68, BA; New York University '70, MA; University of Texas '83, PhD. (1989-2004).

Blarton, David Myers, Professor of Justice, Emeritus. Humboldt State University '75, BS; University of Montana '85, JD. (1992-2012).

Box, Mark A., Professor of English, Emeritus. Northern Illinois University '74, BA; '78, MA; University College, Oxford University '85, PhD. (1990-2010).

Bowyer, R. Terry, Professor of Wildlife Ecology, Emeritus. Humboldt State University '70, BS; '76, MS; University of Michigan '85, PhD. (1986-2004).

Braddock, Joan Forshaug, Professor of Biology and Dean, Emerita. University of Alaska Fairbanks '77, BS; '83, MS; '89, PhD. (1977-2009).

Brody, A. William (Bill), Professor of Art, Emeritus. Harvey Mudd College '65, BS; Claremont Graduate School '67, MFA. (1967-2000).


Bryant, John P., Professor of Plant Ecology, Emeritus. Colorado State University '66, BA; University of Calgary, Canada '68, MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '84, PhD. (1977-1999).


Burrell, David C., Professor of Marine Science, Emeritus. Nottingham University '61, BSc; '64, PhD; University of Alaska Fairbanks '95, MA. (1965-1987).

Butler-Hopkins, Kathleen M., Professor of Music, Emeritus. Trinity College of Music London, England '71, FTCL; The Juilliard School '75, BM; '76, MM; Yale University School of Music '78, MMA; '82, DMA. (1979-2014).

Button, Don K., Professor Emeritus. Wisconsin State College '61, MS; '64, PhD. (1964-2005).

Carling, Donald E., Professor of Horticulture, Emeritus. St. Cloud State University '67, BA; University of Missouri-Columbia '69, MS; '75, PhD. (1981-2003).


Carlson, Robert (Bob) F., Professor of Civil Engineering, Emeritus. University of Wisconsin '61, BS; '63, MS; '67, PhD; P.E. (1968-2005).


Chukwu, Godwin A., Professor of Petroleum Engineering, Emeritus. University of Southwestern Louisiana '79, BS, '80, MS; University of Oklahoma '89, PhD. P.E. (1990-2010).


Clark, Vena A., Associate Professor of Home Economics, Emeritus. Conter College '25, BA; Iowa State University '33, MS. (1953-1967). Deceased.

Clausen, Thomas P., Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus. University of Alaska Fairbanks '75, BS; Michigan State University '80, PhD. (1982-2011).


Connor, William, Clinical Associate Professor of Psychology, Emeritus. State University College at Cortland, New York '72, BS; University of Delaware '74, MEd; University of Missouri-Columbia, '83, PhD. (1983-2007).

Cook, Donald J., Professor of Mineral Beneficiation, Emeritus. University of Alaska Fairbanks '47, BS; '54, EM; Pennsylvania State University '58, MS; '60, PhD; P E. (1957-1979). Deceased.


Copus, Gary D., Professor of Justice, Emeritus. Georgia Institute of Technology '67, BS; Sam Houston State University '68, MS; University of Missouri '72, PhD. (1974-2003).

Cornwall, Peter J., Associate Professor of History, Emeritus. University of Toronto '62, BA; University of Michigan '63, MA; '70, PhD. (1971-2001).

Corti, Lilian Z., Professor of English, Emerita. Brooklyn College '74, BA; The City University of New York '80, MA; '84, PhD. (1991-2008).

Coughenower, D. Douglas, Professor of Fisheries and Marine Extension, Emeritus. Oregon State University '63, BS; '72, MS; '74, MS. (1982-1998).

Cox, Clifford T., Professor of Accounting, Emeritus. University of Northern Iowa '71, BBA; Kansas State University '75, MBA; University of Iowa '81, PhD. (1980-1994). Deceased.

Crapo, Charles A., Professor of Seafood Science, Emeritus. Oregon State University '74, BS; '83, MS; University of Rhode Island '96, PhD. (1983-2013).

Craven, John D., Professor of Physics, Emeritus. University of Iowa, '63, BA; '64, MS; '69, PhD. (1991-2009).


Cullenberg, Paula J., Professor of Marine Science Extension and Director of Alaska Sea Grant College Program, Emerita. Brown University '77, BA; University of Washington '82, MS. (2002-2018).


Dafoe, Don M., Executive Vice President, Emeritus. Valley City State College '37, BA; University of Idaho '48, MS; Stanford University '61, EdD. (1966-1976). Deceased.


Das, Debendra K., Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Emeritus. Sambalpur University '72, BS; Brown University '74, MS; University of Rhode Island '83, PhD. (1984-2018).

Davis, Charles W., Professor of Music, Emeritus. State University of Iowa '37, BA; '48, MA. (1963-1979). Deceased.

Davis, Michael E., Associate Professor of Rural Development, Emeritus. San Diego State University '69, BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '78, MAT. (1993-2014).


Dean, Frederick (Fred) C., Professor of Wildlife Management, Emeritus. University of Maine '50, BS; '52, MS; State University of New York '57, PhD. (1954-2001). Deceased.


Deehr, Charles S., Professor of Physics, Emeritus. Reed College '58, BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '61, MS; '68, PhD. (1958-1988).


Dinkel, Don H., Professor of Plant Physiology, Emeritus. University of Minnesota ’54, BS; ’60, PhD. (1960-1983). Deceased.

Dinstel, Roxie Rodgers. Professor of Extension, Emerita. Eastern New Mexico University ’76, BS; Texas Woman’s University ’82, MS. (1995-2017).


Drew, James (Jim) V., Dean of School of Agriculture and Land Resources Management, Emeritus; and Director of Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station, Emeritus. Rutgers University ’52, BS; ’57, PhD. (1979-2010).


Dupras, Rheba A., Associate Professor of Library Science, Emerita. Marietta College ’73, BA; State University of New York at Binghamton ’75, MA; University of Kentucky ’79, MLS. (1980-2010).

Earp, Mary E., Associate Professor of Developmental English, Emerita. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’95, MEd; Methodist College ’95, BEd. (1986-2009).

Ebbesson, Sven O., Professor of Marine Science, Emeritus. Southwestern College ’57, BS; University of Maryland ’64, PhD. (1985-1999).


Eichelberger, John C., Professor of Geology and Geophysics, Emeritus. Massachusetts Institute of Technology ’70, BS; MS; Stanford University ’74, PhD. (1991-2007).


Elvey, Christian T., Director of Geophysical Institute, Emeritus. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’69, ScD (Hon). Deceased.


Erickson, Karen J., Associate Professor of Political Science, Emerita. Stanford University ’58, BA; Harvard University ’63, MA; ’76, PhD. (1991-2006).

Falk, Marvin W., Professor of Library Science and Curator of Rare Books, Emeritus. University of Minnesota ’65, BA; University of Massachusetts ’66, MA; University of Iowa ’76, PhD. (1975-1998).


Fohn-Hansen, Lydia, Associate Director of Cooperative Extension, Emeritus. Iowa State College ’19, BS; Iowa State College ’22, MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’59, DHum (Hon). (1925-1959). Deceased.


Fox, John D., Associate Professor of Land Resources Management, Emeritus. Trinity College ’68, BS; University of Washington ’70, MS; ’76, PhD. (1973-2011).

Gabrielli, Ralph B., Associate Professor of Rural Development, Emeritus. State University of New York ’65, BA; ’66, MS; Syracuse University ’71, PhD. (1980-2012).

Gaffney, Michael J., Associate Professor of Alaska Native Studies, Emeritus. San Francisco State College ’63, BA; University of California, Los Angeles ’68, MA; ’73, PhD. (1974-1994).

Garza, Dolores, Professor of Fisheries, Emerita. University of Alaska Fairbanks ’80, BS; University of Washington ’83, MS; University of Delaware ’96, PhD. (1983-2006).

Gasbarro, Anthony (Tony) F., Associate Professor of Forestry Extension, Emeritus. Colorado State University ’62, BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’79, MS. (1973-1996).

Gatterdam, Ronald (Ron) W., Professor of Computer Science and Mathematics, Emeritus. California Institute of Technology ’61, BS; University of Southern California ’65, MA; University of California, Irvine ’70, PhD. (1982-2003).

Geist, Charles R., Professor of Psychology, Emeritus. University of San Diego ’68, BS; University of Montana ’73, MA; ’75, PhD. (1974-1999).


Gharrett, Anthony John, Professor of Fisheries, Emeritus. California Institute of Technology ’67, BS; Oregon State University ’73, MS; ’75, PhD. (1970-2012).


Gilmore, Perry, Professor of Education, Emerita. Temple University ’66, BS; Temple University ’76, MS; University of Pennsylvania ’82, PhD. (1985-2000).


Gladden, James N., Professor of Political Science, Emeritus. Indiana University Bloomington ’72, BA; ’84, PhD; University of Houston ’77, MA. (1985-2010).
Goering, Douglas John. Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Dean of Engineering, Emeritus. University of Washington '81, BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '84, MS; University of California, Berkeley '89, PhD. (1989-2018).

Goering, Gregory E., Professor of Economics, Emeritus. University of Alaska Fairbanks '84 BA; '86 MS; Purdue University '88 MS; '90 PhD. (1990-2015).

Goering, John J., Professor of Marine Science, Emeritus. Bethel College '56, BS; University of Wisconsin '60, MS; '62, PhD. (1962-1997). Deceased.

Gold, Carol, Professor of History, Emeritus. Antioch College '64, BA; University of Wisconsin Madison '67, MA; '75, PhD. (1980-2011).


Gorman, Robert F., Professor of Extension, Emeritus. University of Massachusetts '67, AA; University of Arkansas '74, BSA; Washington State University '77, MS. (1991-2014).


Guthrie, George L., Professor of English and Developmental Studies, Emeritus. Portland State University '70, BA; University of Montana '72, MFA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '10, PhD. (1990-2014).

Guthrie, R. Dale, Professor of Zoology, Emeritus. University of Illinois '58, BS; '59, MS; University of Chicago '63, PhD. (1963-1996).

Haldorson, Lewis J., Professor of Fisheries, Emeritus. University of Minnesota '63, BA; University of California, Santa Barbara '78, MA; '78, PhD. (1980-2001).

Hales, David A., Professor of Library Science, Emeritus. Brigham Young University '66, BS; Drexel University '68, MLS; University of Pennsylvania '72, MA. (1972-1995).

Hallinan, Thomas (Tom) J., Professor of Geophysics, Emeritus. Cornell University '64, BSEE; University of Alaska Fairbanks '69, MS; '76, PhD. (1965-1997).

Hallsten (Stokes), DeAnne M., Professor of Career Counseling, Emerita. Occidental College '60, BA; University of Oklahoma '75, MA. (1981-1999).


Happ, George M., Research Professor of Biomedical Sciences, Emeritus. Principia College '58, BS; Cornell University '64, PhD. (1997-2010).

Harbo, Samuel J., Professor of Wildlife Management and Biometrics, Emeritus. University of Nebraska '51, BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '58, MS; North Carolina State University '72, PhD. (1964-1986).

Hardy, Cynthia Louise, Professor of Developmental Education, Emerita. Pennsylvania State University '71, BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '86, MFA; University of Southern Mississippi '94, PhD. (1986-2018).

Harrison, William D., Professor of Physics, Emeritus. Mt. Allison University '58, BSc; University of London '60, BSc (Special); California Institute of Technology '66, PhD. (1972-1998).


Hawkins, Daniel B., Professor of Geology and Chemistry, Emeritus. Montana State College '56, BS; '57, MS; Pennsylvania State University '61, PhD. (1967-1990).

Hawkins, Joseph G., Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Emeritus. University of Alaska Fairbanks '82, BS; '82, BS; Stanford University '84, MS; '88, PhD. (1987-2015).


Hessler, Victor P., Professor of Geophysics, Emeritus. Oregon State University '26, BS; Iowa State University '27, MS; '34, PhD. (1955-1968). Deceased.

Hilber III, William D., Research Professor of Sea Ice Physics, Emeritus. University of Missouri '65, BS; Cornell University '68, MS; '69, PhD. (1999-2009).


Holloway, Patricia Sue, Professor of Horticulture, Emeritus. Millersville University '73, BA; Washington State University '79, MS; University of Minnesota '82, PhD. (1984-2014).

Hood, Donald W., Professor of Marine Science, Emeritus. Pennsylvania State University '40, BS; Oklahoma State University '42, MS; Texas A&M University '50, PhD. (1965-1978). Deceased.


Hopkins, John R., Professor of Music, Emeritus. Bethel College '69, BA; University of Iowa '76, MA; '82, DMA. (1979-2014).

Hoskins, L. Claron, Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus. Utah State University '62, BS; Massachusetts Institute of Technology '65, PhD. (1965-1994).

Huang, Scott L., Professor of Geological Engineering, Emeritus. Cheng-Kung University, Taiwan '74 BS; University of Kentucky '78 MS; University of Missouri–Rolla '81 PhD. (1981-2016).
Hunsucker, Robert, Professor of Electrical Engineering, Emeritus and Professor of Physics, Emeritus. Oregon State University ’54, BS; ’58, MS; University of Colorado ’69, PhD. (1971-1987). Deceased.


Husby, Fredric (Fred) M., Professor of Animal Science and Dean, Emeritus. Washington State University ’66, BS; ’69, MS; ’73, PhD. (1975-2000).


Illingworth, Marjorie Louise, Associate Professor of Developmental Studies, Emerita. Iowa State University ’65, BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’94, MEd. (1990-2010).

Illingworth, Ronald D., Professor of English and Developmental Education, Emeritus. Iowa State University ’64, BS; University of Nebraska Omaha ’80, MA; Appalachian State University ’91, EdSpec. (1986-2010).

Irish, Joel D., Professor of Anthropology, Emeritus. Mankato State University ’80, BS; ’84, MS; Arizona State University ’93, PhD. (1998-2013).

Irving, Laurence, Professor of Zoophysiology, Emeritus. Bowdoin College ’76, BA; Harvard University ’77, MA; Stanford University ’74, PhD; University of Oslo ’66, M.D. (Hon); Bowdoin College ’59, (Hon); University of Alaska Fairbanks ’68, ScD (Hon). (1962-1975). Deceased.

Jacobson, Steven A., Professor of Yupik Eskimo, Emeritus. University of California, Berkeley ’66, BA; ’71, MA. (1972-2010).


Jonaitis, Aldona, Director, Emerita. State University of New York at Stony Brook ’69, BA; Columbia University ’73, MA; ’76, MPhil; ’77, PhD. (1993-2009).


Jones, Dorothy J., Associate Professor of Computer Applications, Emerita. Prairie View A&M College ’68, BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’77, MEd. (1975-2001).


Jubenville, Alan, Professor of Resource Management, Emeritus. North Carolina State College ’62, BS; West Virginia University ’64, MS; University of Montana ’70, PhD. (1979-1998).

Juday, Glenn Patrick, Professor of Forest Ecology, Emeritus. Purdue University ’72, BS; Oregon State University ’76, PhD. (1981-2014).


Kan, Joseph (Joe), Professor of Geophysics and Dean, Grad School, Emeritus. Cheng-Kung University, Taiwan ’61, BS; Washington State University ’66, MS; University of California, San Diego ’69, PhD. (1972-2003).

Kane, Douglas L., Professor of Civil Engineering, Emeritus. University of Wisconsin ’66, BS; ’68, MS; University of Minnesota ’75, PhD. P.E. (1971-2009).


Kari, James M., Professor of Linguistics, Emeritus. University of California, Los Angeles ’66, BA; Reed College ’69, MAT; University of New Mexico ’73, PhD. (1973-1997).


Kawula, John Douthit, Professor of Library Science, Emeritus. Government Documents and Map Librarian, LIB. Trent University ’74 BA; Emory University ’75 MLn. (1998-2016).


Keller, John W., Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus. Ohio State University ’68, BS; University of Wisconsin ’76, PhD. (1979-2012).


Kelley, John Joseph, Professor of Marine Science, Emeritus. Pennsylvania State University ’58, BS; University of Nagoya, Japan ’74, PhD. (1969-2010).

Keskinen, Mary J., Associate Professor of Geology, Emeritus. Smith College ’73, BA; Stanford University ’79, PhD. (1984-2016).

Kessel, Brina, Dean of the College of Biological Sciences and Renewable Resources, Emerita; Professor of Zoology, Emerita and Curator of Ornithology Collection, University of Alaska Museum, Emerita. Cornell University ’47, BS; ’51, PhD; University of Wisconsin ’49, MS. (1951-1999). Deceased.

Kirs, Carla A., Dean of Student Services, Emerita and Associate Professor of Agricultural Education, Emerita. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University ’76, BS; ’77, MS; University of Missouri-Columbia ’81, PhD. (1981-2002).

Klein, David R., Professor of Wildlife Management, Emeritus. University of Connecticut '51, BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '53, MS; University of British Columbia '63, PhD. (1962-1997).


Knight, Charles W., Associate Professor of Agronomy, Emeritus. Kansas State University '70, BS; '71, MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '88, PhD. (1978-2002).


Koo, John H., Professor of Linguistics, Japanese and Korean, Emeritus. Tongkook University, Korea '56, BA; Tongkook University, Korea '58, MA; University of Texas '65, MA; Indiana University '70, PhD. (1969-1994). Deceased.

Kowalik, Zygmunt, Professor of Marine Science, Emeritus. Moscow State University '61, MS; Institute of Water Engineering, Polish Academy of Science, Gdansk '65, PhD. (1981-2013).

Kramer, Donald E., Professor of Fisheries, Emeritus. Ohio State University '60, BS; University of California, Davis '62, MA; '67, PhD. (1980-2008).

Krauss, Michael E., Professor of Linguistics, Emeritus. University of Chicago '53, BA; Columbia University '55, MA; University of Paris '56, Certificate d'Etudes Superieures; Harvard University '59, PhD; Hanko Islands '60, Baccalaureatus Philologiae Islandicae. (1960-2000).

 Krejci, Rudolph (Rudy) W., Professor of Philosophy and Humanities, Emeritus. Leopold Franzens Universität, Innsbruck '59, PhD. (1960-1997).

Krieger, Kenneth (Ken) L., Professor of Extension, Emeritus. University of Missouri '64, BS; '65, MS. (1981-1997).

Kruse, Gordon, Professor of Fisheries, Emeritus. Rutgers University '77, BS; Oregon State University '81, MS; '84, PhD. (2001-2018).

Kwachka, Patricia B., Professor of Anthropology and Linguistics, Emerita. University of Florida '64, BA; University of Florida '70, MA; '82, PhD. (1979-2006). Deceased.

Lambert, John P., Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus. University of Cincinnati '64, BS; University of New Mexico '68, MA; Claremont Graduate School '82, PhD. (1982-1998).

Lando, Barbara M., Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science, Emeritus. Georgian Court College '62, BA; Rutgers University '64, MS; '69, PhD. (1969-1990).

Lando, Clifton (Clif) A., Associate Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus. Lehig University '62, BA; Rutgers University '64, MS; '69, PhD. (1969-1999).

Layral, Sherry L., Governance Coordinator and Faculty Senate Secretary, Emerita. University of Alaska Juneau '75, AA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '80, BS; '88, MEd. (1980-2007).

Lee, Jonah H., Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Emeritus. Chung Yuan College '73, BS; South Dakota School of Mines and Technology '79, MS; Iowa State University '83, PhD. (1984-2013).

Lee, Margaret (Molly) C., Professor of Anthropology and Curator, Emerita. University of California, Santa Barbara '79, BA; '82, MA; '85, MA; '92, PhD. (1995-2009).


Leer, Jeffry A., Professor of Alaska Native Languages and Linguistics, Emeritus. Evergreen State College '76, BA; University of Chicago '89, MA; '91, PhD. (1976-2012).

Lehman, John A., Professor of Business Administration, Emeritus. University of Michigan '72, BA; '73, MA; '77, MBA; '82, PhD. (1987-2011).


Lewis, Carol Elizabeth, Dean of the School of Natural Resources and Agricultural Sciences and Professor of Resource Management, Emeritus. University of Florida '62, BS; '64, MS; Georgetown University '71, PhD; University of Alaska Fairbanks '76, MBA. (1973-2013).

Li, Shusun, Research Professor of Geophysics, Emeritus. Peking University, China '66, BA; University of California, Santa Barbara '82, MA; '85, PhD. (1990-2008).

Lin, Hsing Kuang, Professor of Hydrometallurgy, Emeritus. National Cheng Kung University '78, MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '80, MS; University of Utah '85, PhD. (1986-2014).

Lincoln, Tamara, Associate Professor of Library Science, Emerita. University of Illinois '61, BFA; '64, MA; Northern Illinois University '76, MLS. (1976-2009).


Lipka, Jerry M., Professor of Education, Emeritus. Western Montana College; City College of New York '66, BBA; '69, MBA; University of Massachusetts, Amherst '80, EdD. (1981-2015).

Lister, Ruth, Director, Tanana Valley Campus, Emerita. McGill University '64, BSc; University of Toronto '65, MA; Cornell '74, PhD. (1991-1999). Deceased.


Long, Kristene A., Professor of Extension, Emerita. California Polytechnic State University '72, BS; '75, MS; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University '91, PhD. (1977-2010).

Lummerzheim, Dirk, Research Professor of Geophysics, Emeritus. University of Alaska Fairbanks '76, Vordiplom; University of Gottingen '81, Diplom Geophysik; University of Alaska Fairbanks '87, PhD. (1989-2010).


MacLean, Stephen (Steve) F., Professor of Zoology, Emeritus. University of California, Santa Barbara '64, BA; University of California, Berkeley '69, PhD. (1971-1997).

Madonna, James (Jim) A., Professor of Mining Extension, Emeritus. Victor Valley Junior College '69, AS; Humboldt State University '71, BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '73, MS; University of Tasmania '96, PhD. (1971-1999). Deceased.

Mangusso, Mary Childers, Associate Professor of History, Emerita. University of New Mexico '63, BA; '66, MA; Texas Tech University '78, PhD. (1966-1969, 1974-2010).

Margraf, F. Joseph, Professor of Fisheries, Emeritus. Cornell University '70, BS; Texas A&M University '77, MS; '78, PhD. (1999-2010).


Martin, Wanda, Director, Emerita. Portland State University '68, BS; '69, MST; Oregon State University '76, EdD. (1984-2006).

Mather, Keith (K.B.) B., Director of the Geophysical Institute, Emeritus and Professor of Physics, Emeritus. Adelaide University '42, BSc; Adelaide University '44, MSc; University of Alaska Fairbanks '68, ScD (Hon). Deceased.


Matthews, James (Jim) W., Professor of Extension, Emeritus. North Dakota State University '52, BS; University of Wisconsin '61, MS; '70, PhD. (1957-1987). Deceased.

McBeath, Gerald A., Professor of Political Science, Emeritus. University of Chicago '63, BA; '64, MA; University of California, Berkeley '70, PhD. (1976-2014).

McCarthy, Paul H., Professor of Library Science, Emeritus and Director of Libraries, Emeritus. St. John Fisher College '62, BA; Syracuse University '64, MLS. (1964-1993).

McHenry, Susan L. (Sue), Academic Advisor, Emerita. UAF '70, BA; '76, MEd. (1972 – 2008).

McFadden, Terry T., Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Emeritus. Brigham Young University '60, BESME; Stanford University '65, MSME; University of Alaska Fairbanks '74, PhD, P.E. (1977-1997).

McKendrick, Jay D., Professor of Agronomy, Emeritus. University of Idaho '63, BS; '66, MS; Kansas State University '71, PhD. (1972-1998).

McLean, Deborah L., Bristol Bay Campus Director, Emeritus. St. Petersburg Jr. College '77, AS; University of South Florida '79, BA; Oklahoma State University '89, MS; Memphis State University '92, EdD; University of Alaska Fairbanks '99, AAS; '14, OEC. (1993-2017).

McRoy, C. Peter, Professor of Marine Science, Emeritus. Michigan State University '63, BS; University of Washington '66, MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks, '70, PhD. (1967-2007).

Mendenhall, William (Bill) W., Professor of Civil Engineering, Emeritus. Cornell University '49, BCE; Cornell University '60, MS; P.E. (1955-1987).


Miller, Orlando W., Professor of History, Emeritus. Muhlenberg College '47, BA; Columbia University '48, MA; '66, PhD. (1957-1978). Deceased.

Milner, Laura M., Professor of Business Administration, Emerita. University of Georgia '78, BA; Kansas State University '81, MS; '85, PhD. (1986 – 2007).

Mitchell, Francis, Associate Professor of Extension, Emeritus. College of Great Falls Montana '58, BA; Whitworth College '75, MA. (1983-1997).


Moessner, Victoria J., Professor of German, Emerita. Indiana University '59, BA; University of Michigan '63, MA; '71, PhD; '81, AMLS. (1981-2007).


Moore, Terris, President Emeritus and Professor of the University. Williams College '29, BA; Harvard University '33, MBA; '37, DCS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '67, LL.D (Hon). (President 1949-1953, Prof. 1953-1972). Deceased.

Morack, John L., Professor of Physics, Emeritus. Union College '61, BS; Oregon State University '68, PhD. (1975-1999).

Morgan, John W., Professor of English, Emeritus. Harvard University '65, BA; University of Iowa '67, MFA. (1976-1998).

Morgan, Joli B., Professor of Applied Business, Emeritus. Excelsior College '81, BS; Clarkson University '82, MBA. (1976-1997).

Morgan, Lael, Associate Professor of Journalism, Emerita. Boston University '59, BS; '87, MS. (1988-1999).

Morotti, Allan A., Associate Professor of Counseling, Emeritus. San Joaquin Delta College ; California State University, Hayward '70 BA; University of Oregon '84 MS; '92 PhD. (1995-2016).

Morrison, Joy F., Director of Faculty Development, Emerita. New Mexico State University '83, BS; '85, MS; University of Iowa '91, PhD. (1990-2017).

Morrison, Peter R., Professor of Zoophysiology, Emeritus. Swarthmore College '40, AB; Harvard University '47, PhD. (1963-1974).
Morrow, James E., Professor of Zoology, Emeritus. Middlebury College '40, AB; '42, MS; '44, MS; Yale University '49, PhD. (1960-1977).

Morrow, Phyllis, Professor of Anthropology and Dean, Emerita. Harvard-Radcliffe '72, BA; Cornell University '76, MA; '87, PhD. (1987-2007).

Moses, Debra M., Associate Professor of Developmental Mathematics, Emeritus. Wheeling Jesuit University '74, BS; Fordham University '78, MA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '98, MS. (1997-2012). Deceased.


Murphy, Edward (Ed) C., Professor of Biology and Wildlife, Emeritus. University of California, Berkeley '70, BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '74, MS; University of Kansas '77, PhD. (1977-2008).

Murray, David (Dave) F., Professor of Botany and Curator, Emeritus. Middlebury College '59, AB; University of Alaska Fairbanks '61, MS; University of Colorado '66, PhD. (1969-1994).

Naidu, A. Satyanarayan (Sathy), Professor of Marine Science, Emeritus. Andhra University '59, BS; '60, MS; '68, PhD. (1969-2004).

Nakazawa, Anthony T., Professor of Extension, Emeritus. University of Hawaii '71, BA; University of California, Santa Barbara '74, MA; University of California, Berkeley '76, MS; '79, PhD. (1980-2018).


Ogbe, David O., Professor of Petroleum Engineering, Emeritus. Louisiana State University '76, BS; '78, MS; Stanford University '84, PhD. (1984-2005).

Ohtake, Takeshi, Professor of Physics, Emeritus. Tohoku University '52, BSc; '61, DSc. (1964-1988). Deceased.

Oien, M. Burton (Burt), Professor of Accounting, Emeritus. University of North Dakota BS; '65, BA; '66, MS; University of Oklahoma '76, PhD. (1980-1993).

Olson, John V., Professor of Physics, Emeritus. University of California, Los Angeles '62, BA; '63, MS; '70, PhD. (1979-2014).

O'Rourke, Patrick J., Chancellor, Emeritus. St. John's University '64, BA; Indiana State University '68, MS; University of Connecticut '77, PhD. (1970-1991).

Orvik, James M., Professor of Psychology, Emeritus. San Diego State University '63, BA; '65, MS; Colorado College '70, PhD. (1969-1988).

Osterkamp, Thomas (Tom) E., Professor of Physics, Emeritus. Southern Illinois University '62, BA; Saint Louis University '64, MS. (1968-1997).

Oswood, Mark W., Professor of Aquatic Biology, Emeritus. Washington State University '71, BS; University of Montana '76, PhD. (1977-1999).


Packee, Edmond C., Professor of Forest Management, Emeritus. University of Montana '62, BSF; Yale University '63, MF; University of Minnesota, '76, PhD. (1983-2006).

Parthasarathy, Raghavaiyengar, Professor of Physics, Emeritus. Annamalai University '50, BS. (1958-1980).

Paul III, Augustus (A.J.) J., Professor of Marine Science, Emeritus. University of Massachusetts, Amherst '69, BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '73, MS; Hokkaido University '87, PhD. (1971-2002).

Paust, Brian C., Professor of Fisheries, Emeritus. University of Washington '67, BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '80, MS. (1977-2002).

Pearson, Roger W., Professor of Geography, Emeritus. Illinois State University '63, BS; University of Illinois '65, MS. (1976-1998).

Perkins Jr., Maynard G., Associate Professor of Mathematics and Natural Sciences, Emeritus. University of Alaska Fairbanks '67, BS; Colorado State University '72, MEd; Appalachian State University '93, EdS. (1985-1999).

Phillips, William G., Professor of Business and Finance, Emeritus. Waynesburg College '52, BS; American Graduate School of International Management '58; University of Nebraska '67, MA; '70, PhD. (1975-1991). Deceased.


Pinney, Peter P., Associate Vice Chancellor of Rural, Community and Native Education and Executive Dean for the College of Rural and Community Development, Emeritus. Professor of English, CRCD. University of Hawaii '80, BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks '88, MFA. (1991-2017).

Poole, John C., Vice Chancellor for University Advancement, Emeritus. University of Massachusetts '75, BS; Pepperdine University '78, MA. (1997-2012).

Porter, David O., Professor of Business Administration, Emeritus. University of Utah '63, BS; '65, MA; Syracuse University '70, PhD. (1993-2010).
Powers, Roger W., Professor of Anthropology, Emeritus. Idaho State University '64, BA; University of Wisconsin '68, MS; '73, PhD. (1971-2001). Deceased.

Price, Channon P., Associate Professor of Physics, Emeritus. California Institute of Technology '76 BS; University of California, Santa Barbara '81 PhD. (1987-2016)

Probasco, Peter M., Professor of Extension, Emeritus. University of Minnesota '56, BS; '61, MS; '77, PhD. (1966-1982).

Pullar, Gordon L., Associate Professor of Rural Development, Emeritus. Western Washington University '73, BA; University of Washington '83, MPA. (1992-2014).

Pulpan, Hans, Associate Professor of Geophysics, Emeritus. Montanistische Hochschule Loeben, Austria '61, Dipl. Eng; University of Illinois '64, MS; '68, PhD. (1968-1996).

Purser, Jerry, Professor of Extension Education, Emeritus. North Carolina State University '64, BS; '69, MS. (1975-1996). Deceased.

Quang, Pham X., Professor of Statistics, Emeritus. University of Saigon '61, BS; Western Washington University '71, MS; University of California, Berkeley '74, PhD. (1985-2002).

Quarberg, Donald (Don) M., Professor of Extension, Emeritus. University of Wisconsin '72, BS; Texas A&M University '74, MS. (1979-1997).

Quinn, Terrance J., Professor of Fisheries, Emeritus. University of Colorado '73, BA; University of Washington '77, MS; '80, PhD. (1985-2017).


RaLonde, Raymond L., Professor of Fisheries, Emeritus. Oregon State University '69, BS; '72, BEd; University of Idaho '88, MS. (1991-2015).

Rao, Nagabhushana (Nag) M., Professor of Sociology, Emeritus. University of Mysore '57, BA (Hon); Washington State University '74, PhD. (1970-2003).

Rao, Pemmasani D., Professor of Coal Technology, Emeritus. Andhra University '52, BSc; Andhra University '54, MSc; Pennsylvania State University '59, MS; '61, PhD. (1966-1994).


Read, Colin L., Professor of Economics, Emeritus. Capilano College '79, AAS; Simon Fraser University '81, BS; Queens University '82, MA; '88, PhD; University of Alaska Fairbanks '98, MBA. (1989-2004).


Rees, Manfred H., Professor of Geophysics, Emeritus. West Virginia University '48, BSEE; University of Colorado '56, MS; '58, PhD. (1975-1993).

Reichardt, Paul B., Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus and Provost, Emeritus. Davidson College '65, BS; University of Wisconsin '69, PhD. (1972-2007).

Renner, Louis L., Professor of German, Emeritus. Gonzaga University '50, AB; '51, MA; University of Santa Clara '58, MST; University of Munich, Germany '65, PhD. (1965-1980). Deceased.


Reynolds, James B., Professor of Fisheries, Emeritus. Utah State University '61, BS; Iowa State University '63, MS; Iowa State University '66, PhD. (1978-2001).

Reynolds, Janice M., Professor of Sociology, Emerita. Central Michigan University '64, BS; Ohio State University '67, MA; '69, PhD. (1988-2000).

Rice, Elbert F., Professor of Civil Engineering, Emeritus. University of Idaho '48, BS; Oregon State College '49, MS; '55, PhD; P.E. (1952-1982). Deceased.

Rice, Michael L., Vice Chancellor for Administrative Services and Professor of Business Administration, Emeritus. Florida State University '71, BS; '72, MBA; University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill '75, PhD. (1983-1998).

Roberts, Larry N., Associate Professor of Justice, Emeritus. Texas Christian University '77, MEd. (1984-2012).


Roederer, Juan G., Professor of Physics, Emeritus. University of Buenos Aires '52, PhD. (1977-1993).


Rogers, George W., Professor of Economics, Emeritus. University of California, Berkeley '42, BA; '43, MA; Harvard University '50, PhD; University of Alaska Anchorage '86, (Hon). (1960-1983). Deceased.

Romick, Gerald J., Professor of Geophysics, Emeritus. University of Alaska Fairbanks '52, BS; '64, PhD; University of California, Los Angeles '54, MS. (1951-1984).

Rosenberg, Jonathan, Professor of Political Science, Emeritus. Pennsylvania State University '80, BA; University of California, Los Angeles '81, MA; '92 PhD. (1993-2015).

Roth, Mitchell, Professor of Computer Science, Emeritus. Michigan State University '73, MS; University of Illinois '80, PhD. (1983-2008).


Royer, Thomas (Tom) C., Professor of Marine Science, Emeritus. Albion College '63, BA; Texas A&M University '66, MS; '69, MS. (1969-1997).


Sackinger, William (Bill) M., Associate Professor of Geophysics and Electrical Engineering, Emeritus. University of Notre Dame ’59, BS; Cornell University ’61, MS; ’69, PhD; P.E. (1970-1996). Deceased.


Sassen, Kenneth, Professor of Atmospheric Sciences, Emeritus. New York University ’70, BS; ’73, MS; University of Wyoming ’76, PhD. (2002-2014).


Seifert, Richard D., Professor of Engineering Extension, Emeritus. West Chester State College ’70, BA; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’73, MS. (1973-2010).

Sentman, Davis D., Professor of Physics, Emeritus. University of Iowa ’71, BA; ’73, MS; ’76, PhD. (1991-2011). Deceased.

Senungetuk, Ronald (Ron), Professor of Art, Emeritus. Rochester Institute of Technology ’60, AAS; ’60, BFA; Statens handvaerks og Kunstindustriskole, Oslo Norway ’61, Diploma. (1961-1987).

Severin, Kenneth, Director of the Advanced Instrumentation Laboratory, Emeritus. California Institute of Technology ’78, BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks ’01, AAS; University of California, Davis ’87, PhD. (1990-2015).


Shaw, Glenn E., Professor of Physics, Emeritus. Montana State University ’63, BS; University of Southern California ’65, MS; University of Arizona ’71, PhD. (1971-2004).

Shelton, Harris W., Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, Emeritus. University of South Florida ’65, BA; Florida State University ’71, PhD. (N/A–1992).

Sheridan, J. Roger, Professor of Physics, Emeritus. Reed College ’55, BA; University of Washington ’64, PhD. (1964-1987).

Shields, Gerald F., Professor of Zoology, Emeritus. Carroll College ’66, BA; Central Washington State College ’70, MS; University of Toronto ’74, PhD. (1975-1999).


Shirley, Thomas (Tom) C., Professor of Fisheries, Emeritus. Texas A&M University ’69, BS; ’74, MS; Louisiana State University, ’82, PhD. (1982-2005).


Simpson, Glen C., Professor of Art, Emeritus. Rochester Institute of Technology ’68, BFA; ’69, MFA. (1969-1997).

Sivjee, Abas, Professor of Physics, Emeritus. University of London ’63, BS; Johns Hopkins University ’70, PhD. (1972-1988).

Skelton, Irvin (Irv) W., Professor of Extension, Emeritus. University of Wyoming ’60, BS; Colorado State University ’70, MEd; ’74, PhD. (1984-1997).


Smith, Roger W., Professor of Physics and Director, Emeritus. University of Exeter ’63, BS; ’67, PhD. (1984-2011).


Smoker, William W., Professor of Fisheries, Emeritus. Carleton College ’67, BA; Oregon State University ’70, MS; ’82, PhD. (1978-2009).

Soos, Frank M., Professor of Creative Writing, Emeritus. Davidson College ’72, AB; University of Arkansas ’81, MFA. (1986-2004).

Sparrow, Stephen D., Professor of Agronomy, Emeritus. North Carolina State University '69, BS; Colorado State University '73, MS; University of Minnesota '81, PhD. (1981-2015).


Stamnes, Knut H., Professor of Physics, Emeritus. University of Oslo '69, BS; University of Oslo '72, MS; University of Colorado '78, PhD. (1988-1999).

Stanek, Sheryl A., Professor of Extension and Home Economics, Emerita. Washington State University '64, BS; University of Alaska Anchorage '89, MEd. (1989-2005). Deceased.

Stech, David A., Professor of Music, Emeritus. University of Minnesota '67, BS; Ohio State University '69, MA; Michigan State University, '76, PhD. (1972-2007).

Stephens, Dennis J., Associate Professor of Library Science, Emeritus. Portland State University '69, BA; University of Denver '75, MA. (1978-2004).

Stetson, Marguerite, Professor of Extension, Emeritus. Oregon State University '57, BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '73, MAT. (1974-1987).

Stitt, Jan Sanders, Creative Director of Marketing and Communications, Emeritus. Rocky Mountain College of Art and Design, Cert. '78; Beacon University, Christian Life School of Theology, BT '08. (1981-2013).

Stolzberg, Richard J., Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus. Tufts University '69, BS; Massachusetts Institute of Technology '73, PhD. (1978-2005).

Stone, David B., Professor of Geophysics, Emeritus. University of Keele '56, BA; University of Newcastle Upon Tyne '63, PhD. (1966-1996).

Stortz, Peter John, Professor of Extension, Emeritus. University of Wisconsin Stevens Point '76, BS; '78, MS. (1989-2013).


Stringer, William (Bill) J., Associate Professor of Geophysics, Emeritus. New Mexico State University '62, BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '66, MS; '71, PhD. (1967-1999).


Swartz, L. Gerard, Professor of Biological Sciences, Emeritus. University of Illinois '53, BS; University of Illinois '54, MS; '58, PhD. (1958-1988).

Swift, Daniel W., Professor of Physics, Emeritus. Haverford College '57, BA; Massachusetts Institute of Technology '59, MS. (1963-1994).


Thomas, Dana, Professor of Statistics, Emeritus. University of Alaska Fairbanks '74, BS; Oregon State University '78, MS; '82 PhD. (1981-2014).


Thomas, Wayne C., Professor of Economics, Emeritus. California Polytechnic State University '65, BS; University of Nevada '67, MS; Washington State University '71, PhD. (1971-1990).

Thompson, Joseph C., Associate Professor of Philosophy, Emeritus. State University of New York at Binghamton '91, BA; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign '94, MA; '92, PhD. (1999-2014). Deceased.

Tiedemann, James B., Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Emeritus. University of Wisconsin '45, BS; '49, MS; '55, PhD; P.E. (1965-1986). Deceased.

Tilly, Lola C., Professor of Home Economics, Emeritus. University of Illinois '20, AB; University of Illinois '21, MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '63, DHum (Hon). (1929-1937). Deceased.

Tilsworth, Timothy (Tim), Professor of Civil Engineering and Environmental Quality Engineering, Emeritus. University of Nebraska '66, BSCE; '67, MSCE; University of Kansas '70, PhD; P.E. (1970-1994).

Titus, Jordan, Professor of Sociology, Emeritus. Acadia University '77, BA; '79, BA; University of Toronto '83, MA; '90 PhD. (1990-2015).


Triplehorn, Don M., Professor of Geology, Emeritus. Ohio Wesleyan University '56, BA; Indiana University '57, MA; University of Illinois '61, PhD. (1969-1997).

Triplehorn, Julia H., Associate Professor of Library Science, Emerita. Ohio Wesleyan University '57, BA; University of Illinois '60, MSL. (1970-2009).

Turner, Donald (Don), Professor of Geology, Emeritus. University of California, Berkeley '60, AB; '68, PhD. (1970-1988). Deceased.


Tyler, Albert V., Professor of Fisheries, Emeritus. University of Pennsylvania '60, BA; University of Toronto '64, MA; '68, PhD. (1991-2002). Deceased.

Van Cleve, Keith, Professor of Forestry, Emeritus. University of Washington '58, BS; University of California, Berkeley '60, MS; '67, PhD. (1967-1994).


Van Veldhuizen, Philip A., Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus. Central College '52, BA; State University of Iowa '60, MS. (1963-1988).

Wadlow, Joan K., Chancellor, Emerita; and Professor of Political Science. University of Nebraska '53, BA; '63, PhD; Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy '56, MA. (1991-1999).

Walker, Cynthia L., Associate Professor of English, Emerita. Denison University '70, BA; Purdue University '72, MA; '74, PhD. (1977-1997). Deceased.

Wallace, Wesley K., Professor of Geology, Emeritus. Rice University '72, BA; University of Washington '76, MS; '81, PhD. (1985-2015). Deceased.


Watkins, Brenton J., Professor of Physics, Emeritus. University of Adelaide '68, BS; La Trobe University '72, MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '76, PhD. (1981-2011).

Weber, Jane Mathias, Associate Professor of Developmental Mathematics, Emeritus. Department Chair, CRCD. University of Alaska Fairbanks '88 BS; '91 MS. (1993-2016).

Weeden, Robert B., Professor of Resource Management, Emeritus. University of Massachusetts '53, BS; University of Maine '55, MS; University of British Columbia '59, PhD. (1967-1990).


Weingartner, Thomas J., Professor of Marine Science, Emeritus. Cornell University '74, BS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '80, MS; North Carolina State University '90, PhD. (1988-2017).

Weller, Gunter E., Professor of Geophysics, Emeritus. University of Melbourne '62, BS; '64, MS; '68, PhD. (1968-1997).


West, George C., Professor of Zoophysiology, Emeritus. Middlebury College '53, AB; University of Illinois '56, MS; '58, PhD. (1963-1984). Deceased.

West, Sharon M., Professor of Library Science, Emeritus. University of Southern Colorado '69, BS; University of Denver '70, MA. (1973-1997).


Whitehead, John S., Professor of History, Emeritus. Yale College '67, BA; '69, MA; '71, PhD; Cambridge University '72, MA. (1978-1998).

Whitlegedge, Terry Eugene, Professor of Marine Science, Emeritus. Western Illinois University '64, BS; '66, MS; University of Washington '72, PhD. (1998-2014).

Wichmann Jr., Henry (Hank), Professor of Accounting, Emeritus. University of Denver '62, BS; Colorado State College '64, MA; University of Northern Colorado '72, PhD. (1986-2009).

Wiese, Craig S., Professor of Fisheries, Emeritus. Oregon State University '66, BS; '74, MS; '76, MBA. (1977-1997).

Williams, Frank L., Director of the Arctic Region Supercomputing Center, Emeritus. Northwestern University '68, BS; Stanford University '70, MS; '73, PhD. (1992–2014).


Wilson, Charles (Buck) R., Professor of Physics, Emeritus. Case Institute of Technology '51, BS; University of New Mexico '56, MS; University of Alaska Fairbanks '63, PhD. Deceased.

Wilson, William S., Head, Department of General Science, and Professor of Chemistry and General Science, Emeritus. Brown University '31, BSc; '34, MSc; Yale University '36, PhD. (1947-1972). Deceased.

Wood, Margaret (Peggy) K., Director of the Bristol Bay Campus, Emerita. University of Washington '59, BS; University of Oregon '68, MS; '77, PhD. (1979-2004).


Woodward, Kesler (Kes) E., Professor of Art, Emeritus. Davidson College '73, BA; Idaho State University '77, MFA. (1981-2000).


Wright, Miranda H., Director of DANSRD, Emeritus. University of Alaska Fairbanks '88, AAS; '88, AAS; '92, BA; '95, MA. (1993-2014).


Wyss, Max, Wadati Professor of Seismology, Emeritus. Fed Inst Tech '64, Diploma; California Institute of Technology '67, MS; '70, PhD. (1991-2001).

Yarie, John A., Professor of Silviculture, Emeritus. West Virginia University '71, BS; University of Maine '74, MS; University of British Columbia '78, PhD. (1978-2017).

Zarling, John P., Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Emeritus. Michigan Technological University '64, BSME; '66, MSME; '71, PhDEM. (1976-1997).